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Technical Review
1. General Project 

Title: 
Validation of Vortex Generator Models in Edge

2. Addressed issues:

• The aeronautical History of Czech Republic.
• The VZLÚ (the Czech Aeronautical Research and Test Institute).
• Vortex generators.
• Vortex generator models for CFD (jBAY model and RANS model).
• 3D meshing for a CFD case involving vortex generators.
• The use of Icem CFD to generate meshes to study vortex generators.
• The use of Salome to generate meshes to study vortex generators.
• The use of the solver Edge to study vortex generators.

3. Knowledge:
• Vortex generator work.
• Vortex generator CFD model work (jBAY model and RANS model).
• Vortex generator CFD model efficiency.

4. Context of the Study:

Interest of Vortex Generators:
Flow separation is a phenomenon occurring at high angles of attack. Vortex generators are little vanes 
positioned on wings having a potential for delaying or avoiding this phenomenon. The study of vortex 
generators is particularly suitable in the context of the simplification of flap systems which lead to an  
increase in flow separation risk.

But the role of vortex generators can be also to:
• Increase the lift and decrease the drag of wings.
• Reduce noise.
• Control transonic shock waves.

Interest of CFD Vortex Generator Models:
The optimization of vortex generators is long and expensive because of the great number of geometrical 
parameters it involves. Tests in wind tunnel demand a lot of scale models and CFD studies a lot of meshes. 
In addition, meshing geometries including vortex generators is complex because of the smallness of the  
vortex generator vanes.

So, the aim of the vortex generator models is to simulate the presence of vortex generators during CFD 
calculations  without  demanding to make them appear  explicitly in  the meshes.  Two vortex generator 
models were studied here: the jBAY model and the RANS model.

The jBAY Model:
The jBAY model simulates the presence of vortex generators by adding source terms in the Navier-Stokes 
equation for cells touching the vortex generator vanes and equaling their lift force reaction on the fluid.
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The RANS Model:
The RANS model simulates the presence of  vortex generators by modifying the Reynold stress in the 
RANS equation, considering the velocity difference provoked by the vortex generators to be fluctuating 
velocity.

5. Aims of the Study:

The present study, made in the Czech Aeronautical Research and Test Institute of Prague, had to make a  
validation of these vortex generator models implemented in Edge, a CFD solver developed by the Swedish 
Research Defense Agency, so as to allow the Institute to use them in concrete studies.

6. Chosen Procedure:

The validation consisted in the comparison between a fully gridded mesh case and cases using the vortex 
generator models. In the same time, a theoretical description of these models was done, so as to justify  
their accuracy or inaccuracy according to the numerical results.

7. Main Results :

About the jBAY model:
The jBAY model gave very good results. Indeed, the error caused by its use was:

• Less than 0.7% for the l  ift   c  oefficient   and less than 3.5% for the d  r  a  g   c  o  e  f  f  i  cien  t   before stalling.
• Less than 1.6% for the lift coefficient and less than 3.6% for the drag coefficient after stalling.

Advantages of the jBAY model:
• Good reproduction of the flow behavior (vortexes).
• Good reproduction of the vortex generator's efficiency collapse after stalling.
• Precise lift and drag reproduction.

Shortcomings of the jBAY model:
• Only available for 3D cases in Edge.

About the RANS model:
The RANS model gave rather bad results. Indeed, the error caused by its use was:

• Up to 7.1% for the l  ift   c  oefficient   and up to 5.7% for the drag   c  oefficient   before stalling.
• Up to 30% for the l  ift   c  oefficient   and up to 15% for the drag   c  oefficient   after stalling.

Advantages of the RANS model:
• Can be used in 2D cases in Edge.

Shortcomings of the RANS model:
• Very approximate lift and drag reproduction.
• No explicit reproduction of the vortexes.
• Bad reproduction of the stalling angle of attack for wings fitted with vortex generators.

8. Main Conclusions:

The jBAY model can be used without hesitation. The RANS model should be used for preliminary studies 
only.

9. Main Problems Encountered:

• The use of Edge was complicated and down-out in the context of polar generation.
• Icem CFD is a meshing software sold by ANSYS and used by the Institute. And yet, this software 

wasn't able to mesh thin domains used for most 3D CFD cases involving vortex generators.
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10. Solutions Proposed:

About Edge:
An Octave program was developed so as to automate its use in the context of polar generation.

About Icem CFD:
The open software Salome was used to generate the mesh. To do so, several tools were developed thanks 
to its Python interface:

• Mesh exportation in the FFA format of Edge.
• Prismatic layer generation.
• jBAY input file generation (additional tool).

11. Continuation of the Study:

About the jBAY model:
In this study, the domain geometry contained only one vane so as to accelerate the calculation. A new  
validation study can be done involving several vortex generator vanes to check if the jBAY model gives  
the same results in this case. However, most vortex generator sets can be studied using only one vortex  
generator vane in the fluid domain. For these studies, the present validation study should be sufficient.

About the tools for Salome:
It can be also necessary to debug or improve the developed tools in Salome, even if they seem to work 
well enough to allow an immediate utilization.

12. Benefits from the Study:

• This study permitted to start the use of the jBAY model in concrete studies for the Institute's 
clients.

• In addition, the use of Salome could be the start of a wider use of this software (not only for 
vortex generator studies), and so be a way to decrease the cost of meshing software licenses.
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Introduction

From  the  beginning  of  the  twentieth  century,  Czech  Republic  has  been  a  true  actor  of  the 
international  world  of  aeronautics.  In  the  other  hand,  having  already,  in  the  context  of  my 
aeronautical  studies in the Institut  Polytechnique des Science Avancees (IPSA) near  Paris,  two 
experiences in Czech Republic – one time as an engineer in a non aeronautical company of a small 
Czech town (Opava) and another time as an Erasmus student in the Technical University of the 
industrial  town of Ostrava (VŠB),  I  had many occasions  to  get  a  very positive idea of Czech 
people,  culture,  and  know-how.  That's  why  I  was  very  pleased  to  enter  the  Aeronautical 
Department of the Czech Aeronautical Research and Test Institute of Prague (VZLÚ) to make my 
final  internship,  permitting  me  to  continue  the  improvement  of  my  scientific  knowledge  in 
aerodynamics and to fulfill my interest for the Czech Republic. In addition, as my project there was 
about CFD, this allowed me to broaden even more my knowledge of this field, that I began to build 
through many previous projects over my studies.

So, during the six months I spent in this Institute, from April to September 2011, as a part of its 
R&D team, I carried out a validation study about mathematical models to simulate the presence of 
vortex generators during CFD calculations in a solver developed by the Swedish Research Defense 
Agency (FOI) and called Edge. 

Indeed, although vortex generators are devices of which benefits for aerodynamics are known for a 
while, they are not yet widely used, maybe because their optimization is complex, expensive, and 
time-consuming. This is due to the lots of geometrical parameters they involve, requiring a lot of 
tests, each of which needing a new scale model in the case of experimental tests and a new grid in  
the case of numerical simulations, involving very fine mesh close to the vortex generators because 
of their  very thin geometry,  that can in addition cause problems for solvers which don't  allow 
boundary zones inside the fluid domain. 

In  this  context,  certain people tried to  find mathematical  models  to  avoid the need of  making 
appear the vortex generators explicitly into meshes, and so to permit the use of only one mesh for a 
whole optimization study. 

So far, a model called the jBAY model and implemented in Edge have seemed to be very able to  
reach this aim. Another model, that can be called the RANS model and also implemented in Edge, 
presents both advantages and shortcomings compared to the jBAY model. 

As a partner of the FOI, the VZLÚ benefits from the power of Edge and its implementation of the  
vortex generator models previously cited. Nevertheless, before using them in concrete projects, 
these models had first to be validated by the mean of an internal study. This was my mission there.

This document presents, after an introduction of the Institute and its Aerodynamic Department, a 
short explanation of the work of vortex generators and of the mathematical models being used in 
the jBAY and the RANS models. Then, it presents the comparison between results from a case in 
which  the  mesh contains  explicit  vortex  generators  and  cases  using  the  jBAY and the  RANS 
models.

In addition,  tools have been developed during this  project to accelerate the use of Edge in the 
context of vortex generator optimization studies, especially programs which permit to create thin 
meshes thanks to the open software Salome as well as the automatic generation of jBAY input files 
to  use  in  Edge.  And,  an  Octave  script  has  been  developed  to  automate  the  launch  of  Edge 
computation. All these tools are presented in the annexes.
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I  VZLÚ: the Czech Aeronautic Research and Test 
Institute

So, before presenting the vortex generator model validation study, let's introduce the Institute in 
which this study was made, beginning by its History, and then its today mission and challenges.

I.1  The History of VZLÚ
But let's begin first with a short history of Czech Republic aeronautics itself, so as to place the 
Institute's History in its context.

I.1.1  The Czech Republic in the Aeronautics World

I.1.1.1  The Famous Planes from Czech Republic over History

First of all, let's remember that Czech Republic has a long experience in aeronautics. Indeed, this 
country owns old and experimented aerospace industries, as Aero Vodochody1, which designed one 
of the most widespread training jets ever in the world during the second half  of the twentieth 
century with more than 3,600 units produced half in its factory and half in the ones of another great 
Czech company, Let Kunovice2 (or just LET): The L-29 Delfín visible in the picture 13.

Beside this famous aircraft, the Czech Republic can also be proud of its glider L-13 Blaník, visible 
in the picture 2. Indeed, this plane was designed and produced at not less than 2,600 units by Let 
Kunovice4.

And, more recently, it was the turboprop civil plane  L-410 Turbolet (picture  3) which known a 
certain success abroad since more than 1,000 units were produced5, by Let Kunovice also, and of 
which today variants are still produced and exported all over the world.

These three aircrafts, well known and used in many countries for decades, are the evidence that the 
small country which is the Czech Republic has been fully able to find its place in the world of  
aeronautics from its beginning. 

Illustration 1: The L-29 Delfín6.

1 Website of Aero Vodochody: http://www.aero.cz/en/ (August 2011).
2 Website of Let Kunovice: http://www.let.cz/index.php (August 2011).
3 “Aerospace Industry in the Czech Republic”, Czech Investment and Business Development Agency, Prague, 2006, 

p. 5 ; available from http://www.czechinvest.org/data/files/aerospace-99-en.pdf.
4 See ref. 3 (page 3), p. 33.
5 “History”, www.let.cz, URL: http://www.let.cz/index.php?sec=43 (in August 2011).
6 Modified version of: Dmitry A. Mottl, “Aero L-29 Delphin”, @Dmottl, September 2008, GNU Free Documentation 
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I VZLÚ: the Czech Aeronautic Research and Test Institute - The History of VZLÚ

Illustration 2: The L-13 Blaník7.

Illustration 3: The L-410 Turbolet8.

I.1.1.2  The Today Czech Aeronautical Industry: Still Growing

Todays, the Czech Republic is always an active actor of the aeronautic world. As seen before, Aero 
Vochody and Let  Kunovice are  two companies  which strongly  participated  to  the  aeronautical 
adventure of Czech Republic. These two companies are still producing and exporting planes today.

More  precisely,  Aero  Vodochody  was  born  in  1919,  that  is  only  one  year  after  the  birth  of 
Czechoslovakia  following  the  end  of  the  World  War  I9.  This  could  only  be  possible  because 
pioneers  in  aeronautics  still  exited  before  the  war  in  Bohemia  and  Moravia,  the  two  regions 
constituting the actual Czech Republic. Indeed, the first flight of a Czech aviators was in 191010. 
Aero realized a profit of more than 10 million euros in 200911.

Licence ; available from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Aero_L-29_Delphin.jpg (in August 2011).
7 Stefan Seybold, “LET L-13 D-0840”, @Bergfalke2, 2007, GNU Free Documentation Licence ; available from 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Let_L-13_Blanik_02.jpg (in August 2011).
8 Modified version of: Dmitry A. Mottl, “Russian Let L-410MU at Kubinka”, @Rottweiler, 2007, GNU Free 

Documentation Licence ; available from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Let_L-410.jpg (in August 2011).
9 “History”, www.aero.cz, URL: http://www.aero.cz/en/history.html (in August 2011).
10 See ref. 3 (page 3), p. 2.
11 “Annual Report 2009”, Aero Vodochody a.s., Odolena Voda (Czech Republic), 2009, p. 22 ; available from 
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The Czech Republic in the Aeronautics World

Let Kunovice, born in 1936, still produces and manufactures planes in its complex covering more 
than 120 hectares12 (in which only 6.8 hectares are production halls)! One of its last products is the 
L-420, a successor of the previously presented L-410 Turbolet which was certified by the FAA13, the 
Federal  Aviation Administration of  United  States,  making it  a  sure  choice for  every  customer 
wanting to acquire a civil commuter.

But other significant aeronautical companies can be found in Czech Republic today, as Evektor14, 
which  was  only  created  in  199115 but  which  has  been  able  to  become an  avant-garde  Czech 
aeronautical company, producing in 2008 not less than 150 sport aircrafts per year including the 
Sportstar as well as the Eurostar16, a beautiful and high quality aircraft, as one can get an idea by 
looking at the next picture, showing the exterior, the interior and the engine of this beautiful plane.

a)    

b)    

c)      

Illustration 4: The Eurostar SL a) exterior, b) interior and c) engine17.

http://www.aero.cz/1/download/AnnualReport2009web.pdf (in August 2011).
12 See ref. 3 (page 3), p. 11.
13 “L 410 UVP-E20 / L 420 - General information”, www.let.cz, URL: http://www.let.cz/index.php?

sec=7&selected=0&other_text=1&ndps=General+information&letadlo_id=6 (in August 2011).
14 Website of Evektor: http://www.evektor.cz/ (in August 2011).
15 “History of Evektor”,www.eveckor.cz, URL: http://www.evektor.cz/en/history-of-evektor.aspx (in August 2011).
16 See ref. 11, p. 10.
17 Photos provided by Evektor on www.evektor.cz from http://www.evektoraircraft.com/en/aircraft/eurostar-sl/gallery 
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I VZLÚ: the Czech Aeronautic Research and Test Institute - The History of VZLÚ

And, beside these companies exist lots of Czech subcontractors as:  PBS Velká Bíteš18, founded in 
1950 and providing lots of services as the design and production of turbo engines ; TL elektronic19, 
a ten year old company designing aircrafts instruments ; UNIS20, developing mechatronic systems 
for  aerospace  like  turbine  control  or  electronic  power  distribution  devices  ;  or  even  MESIT 
Instruments21, specialized in measure instruments and telecommunication22.

All of these companies make the Czech Republic a country having a prime place in the word of 
aeronautics.

I.1.2  The VZLÚ in History

This is in this context that the VZLÚ23 – that is the Výzkumný a Zkušební Letecký Ústav, meaning 
the  Czech  Aeronautical  Research  and Test Institute – was born in 1922 in the capital of Czech 
Republic: Prague. The Institute participated, among other things, to the test and development of the 
three historic aircrafts presented earlier (the L-29 Delfín, the L-13 Blaník and the L-410 Turbolet). 
In other words, this Institute has been a vital  actor of the Czech aeronautics from the birth of 
Czechoslovakia to nowadays.

I.1.2.1  The Beginning of the Institute: Behind the Stage of Czech Aeronautical History

Actually, the Institute was founded by the Czech Ministry of Defense to  test the newly designed 
Czech aircrafts in terms of aerodynamics and structure resistance, as visible in the next picture. 
But, the Institute became quickly very diversified, already proposing the year of its foundation 
flight medicine and meteorology studies24.

Illustration 5: A structure test in the VZLÚ before the WWII25.

(in August 2011).
18 Website of PBS Velká Bíteš: http://www.pbsvb.com/ (in August 2011).
19 Website of TL elektronic: http://www2.tl-elektronic.cz/ (in August 2011).
20 Website of UNIS: http://www.unis.cz/Default.aspx?l=en (in August 2011).
21 Website of MESIT Instruments: http://www.msp.mesit.cz/en (in August 2011).
22 See ref. 3 (page 3), pp. 14-18.
23 Website of  VZLÚ: http://www.vzlu.cz/en/ (in August 2011).
24 See ref. 3 (page 3), p. 33.
25 Photo provided by VZLÚ on www.vzlu.cz from http://www.vzlu.cz/en/company/company-profile/history (in 
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The VZLÚ in History

The end of the war marked the beginning of a civil administration of the Institute, which carried 
out many studies including the participation to the development of the historical Czech airplanes 
presented in the first chapter of this section (I.1.1.1, page 3) as well as more specific project as the 
development of a Czech flight simulator26.

I.1.2.2  After 1989

In 1989, this big Institute which employed hundreds of people had to deal with the Soviet Union 
decline,  giving  a  strong economic  blow to  the  Czech  aviation  industry.  This  led  to  a  notable 
reduction of the workforce,  employing today around 340 people only,  but with a  high rate  of 
graduated employees (around 30%) and highly qualified people27.

Today, the VZLÚ furnishes studies for tens of Czech companies, as well as foreign companies as 
prestigious as  Airbus France28 or  EADS Astrium29. In addition, the Institute is a R&D partner of 
other  great  actors  of  international  aeronautics  world as  Thales  Avionics30 or  the  ONERA31 (the 
French Aerospace Research Center)32.

I.1.2.3  Today Policy: Linking National and International Projects

So, the aim of the Institute today is to always extend its partnership to the greatest international  
projects as well as helping local projects to rise.

For example,  the Institute  succeeded in becoming a true actor,  in 2010, of the very ambitious 
Spaceplane project of EADS Astrium (visible in the picture 6), a space tourism plane going at an 
altitude  of  100  km.  In  this  context,  the  Institute  is  carrying  out  critical  studies  dealing  with 
aerodynamic and aeroelastic CFD calculations for EADS33.

And besides, another example of studies carried out by the Institute in 2011 was the structural test  
of an ultralight Czech plane, the  FM 250 Vampire II (visible in the picture  7), including ground 
vibration test and flutter simulation34.

The VZLÚ benefits, compared to other similar international organisms, from relatively low costs 
and a high knowhow and experience in aeronautics, which very efficiently balances its possible 
lack of highly sophisticated material means.

August 2011).
26 “History of VZLÚ”, www.vzlu.cz, URL: http://www.vzlu.cz/en/company/company-profile/history (in August 

2011).
27 See ref. 3 (page 3), p. 33.
28 Website of Airbus: http://www.airbus.com/ (in August 2011).
29 Website of EADS Astrium: http://www.astrium.eads.net/ (in August 2011).
30 Website of Thales Aerospace: http://www.thalesgroup.com/aerospace/ (in August 2011).
31 Website of ONERA: http://www.onera.fr/ (in August 2011).
32 See ref. 26 (page 7).
33 “VZLÚ Cooperates on “Space Plane” Project Led by EADS Astrium”, www.vzlu.cz, 2010, URL: 

http://www.vzlu.cz/en/news/actual-events/vzlu-cooperates-on-space-plane-project-led-by-eads-astrium (in August 
2011).

34 “Aeroelastic Certification of FM 250 Vampire”, www.vzlu.cz, 2011, URL: http://www.vzlu.cz/en/news/actual-
events/aeroelastic-certification-of-fm-250-vampire-ii (in August 2011).
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I VZLÚ: the Czech Aeronautic Research and Test Institute - The History of VZLÚ

Illustration 6: The future Spaceplane of EADS Astrium35.

Illustration 7: The FM 250 Vampire II tested in VZLÚ36.

I.2  The Institute in Detail
Let's now see more general information about the Institute and the Aerodynamic Department in 
which this validation study was done.

I.2.1  General Information about the Institute

I.2.1.1  Location

As visible in the next picture, the Institute is located in the north east of Prague (having around 1.2 
million people37), in the  Letňany district, very near an international private airport as well as the 
aircraft company Letov38. The Institute owns also a high-speed wind tunnel facility in the Palmovka 
district of Prague, visible in the picture 10 a).

The Institute, in Letňany, is distributed on a vast area having a total of 23 hectares39 visible in the 
picture 9.

35 Photo provided by VZLÚ on www.vzlu.cz from http://www.vzlu.cz/en/news/actual-events/vzlu-cooperates-on-
space-plane-project-led-by-eads-astrium (in August 2011).

36 Photo provided by VZLÚ on www.vzlu.cz from http://www.vzlu.cz/en/news/actual-events/aeroelastic-certification-
of-fm-250-vampire-ii (in August 2011).

37 “Prague Has a Population of 1 258 106”, www.praha.eu, URL: 
http://www.praha.eu/jnp/en/life_in_prague/residents_service/prague_has_a_population_of_1_258_106.html (in 
August 2011).

38 Website of Letov: http://www.llv.cz/en/company-information.html (in August 2011).
39 See ref. 3 (page 3), p. 33.
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General Information about the Institute

   

Illustration 8: The VZLÚ implantation in Prague40.

Illustration 9: The VZLÚ's site in Letňany41.

a)   b)     

Illustration 10: a) The VZLÚ's high-speed wind tunnel of Palmovka. b) The Aerodynamic Department building in the  
VZLÚ's Letňany site42.

40 Document was created thanks to Google Maps (http://maps.google.com/) in August 24th, 2011.
41 Photo provided by VZLÚ.
42 Photo provided by VZLÚ on www.vzlu.cz from http://www.vzlu.cz/en/company/company-profile/basic-information 
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I VZLÚ: the Czech Aeronautic Research and Test Institute - The Institute in Detail

I.2.1.2  Organization

The Institute is divided into two main parts: an administrative part and a productive part. A Quality 
Commissioner links all the departments of these parts with the General Director, M. Josef Kašpar43.

The administrative part is under the direct authority of the General Director, and is divided into 
seven units located in its headquarters:

• Accounting, 

• Human Resources, 

• Purchasing,

• Quality and Metrology, 

• Projects and Contracts, 

• Science and Technology Park,

• Technology of Information.

The productive part is under the authority of a Technical Director, M. Viktor Kučera44, who is just 
under the General Director, and also consists in seven departments:

• Aerodynamics,

• Aerospace Research,

• Composites,

• Engines,

• Laboratory Testing,

• Manufacturing,

• Structures45.

I.2.1.3  Ownership

The institute is today a joint stock company of which more than 90% is owned by the Ministery of 
Finance of the Czech Republic. The rest is owned by a bank, the Československá Obchodní Banka 
(ČSOB), that is the Czechoslovak Commercial Bank46.

I.2.2  The Aerodynamic Department

Let's now introduce more in detail the Aerodynamic Department of VZLÚ in Letňany. Its building, 
visible in the picture  10 b), is situated in the north west of the Institute's site, and houses wind 
tunnels as well  as computers and servers to  make scientific calculations.  The high-speed wind 
tunnels being in the other site of VZLÚ (in Palmovka), they won't be mentioned here.

(in August 2011).
43 Contact for Ing. Josef Kašpar : kaspar@vzlu.cz (in August 2011).
44 Contact for Ing. Viktor Kučera : kucera@vzlu.cz (in August 2011).
45 “Organization and management”, www.vzlu.cz, URL: http://www.vzlu.cz/en/company/company-

profile/organization-and-management (in August 2011).
46 “Basic Information”, www.vzlu.cz, URL: http://www.vzlu.cz/en/company/company-profile/basic-information (in 

August 2011).
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The Aerodynamic Department

I.2.2.1  The Low-Speed Wind Tunnels

The Aerodynamic Department building in VZLÚ contains three low speed wind tunnels:

• a closed circuit “little” wind tunnel (0.6 m test section),

• an open circuit “medium” wind tunnel (1.8 m test section),

• a closed circuit “big” wind tunnel (3 m test section), sketched 
in the next picture47.

Illustration 11: The principal low speed VZLÚ's wind tunnel48.

This  last  wind  tunnel  seems  to  be  the  most  used  nowadays,  to  make  studies  in  all  fields  of 
aerodynamics, including tests on planes scale models, automobiles, trains, or even bikers or skiers, 
as visible in the picture 12 a).

I.2.2.2  The Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel

In  addition,  there  is  a  boundary  layer  wind tunnel permitting  to  study buildings'  aerodynamic 
taking under consideration the boundary layer created by the surrounding environment. The picture 
12 b) shows a bridge scale model studied in this wind tunnel and the device (little cubes) creating 
the boundary layer.

I.2.2.3  The Optimization and Design Capability

Also, the Aerodynamic Department has experience in aircraft design and wing optimization49, of 
which an example is given in the chart 13.

I.2.2.4  The Computing Power

Finally,  the  Aerodynamic  Department  of  VZLÚ  has  at  its  disposal  almost  150  processors 
distributed between servers able to work in parallel, making possible complex CFD calculation to 
simulate flows around every kind of object, being wings, planes, buildings, or even trains50,  as 
illustrated in the screen capture 14. This part of the Aerodynamic Department employs around ten 
people.

47 “Low Speed Wind Tunnels”, www.vzlu.cz, URL: http://www.vzlu.cz/en/activities/aerodynamics-wind-tunnel-
testing/low-speed-wind-tunnels (in August 2011).

48 Photo provided by VZLÚ on www.vzlu.cz from http://www.vzlu.cz/en/activities/aerodynamics-wind-tunnel-
testing/low-speed-wind-tunnels (in August 2011).

49 “Optimization”, www.vzlu.cz, URL: http://www.vzlu.cz/en/activities/aerodynamics-computing/optimization (in 
August 2011).

50 “Computer Fluid Dynamics”, www.vzlu.cz, 2011, URL: http://www.vzlu.cz/en/activities/aerodynamics-
computing/computer-fluid-dynamics (in August 2011).
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I VZLÚ: the Czech Aeronautic Research and Test Institute - The Institute in Detail

a)  b)  

Illustration 12: a) Skiers aerodynamic test in the biggest low-speed wind tunnel of  VZLÚ51. b) A bridge tested in the  
boundary layer wind tunnel of VZLÚ52.

Illustration 13: An airfoil optimization carried out by VZLÚ (in blue), compared to a NASA optimization (in red)53.

Illustration 14: A pressure field around a train according to a calculation made with STAR-CCM+ in VZLÚ54.

51 Photo provided by VZLÚ on www.vzlu.cz from http://www.vzlu.cz/en/activities/aerodynamics-wind-tunnel-
testing/low-speed-wind-tunnels (in August 2011).

52 Photo provided by VZLÚ on www.vzlu.cz from http://www.vzlu.cz/en/activities/aerodynamics-wind-tunnel-
testing/boundary-layer-wind-tunnel-blwt (in August 2011).

53 Photo provided by VZLÚ on www.vzlu.cz from http://www.vzlu.cz/en/activities/aerodynamics-
computing/optimization (in August 2011).

54 Photo provided by VZLÚ on www.vzlu.cz from http://www.vzlu.cz/en/activities/aerodynamics-
computing/computer-fluid-dynamics (in August 2011).
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II  Technical and Scientific Background Around Vortex 
Generators

But let's now deal with the vortex generators model validation study itself, beginning by focusing 
on the vortex generators, the context of their use, their role, their work, and finally the mathema-
tical models used to simulate them in the jBAY and the RANS models.

II.1  The Vortex Generators in the Context of High-lift Devices

II.1.1  High-lift Common Systems: to be Improved

II.1.1.1  Slats and Flaps: a Fully Tried Combination

The desire of aerodynamicists to strongly improve the lift of wings during take-off and landing isn't 
new. One of the usual way to do so has been to use a combination of slats and flaps, as presented in 
the next scheme, giving an example of configuration of a wing fitted with a slat and a flap, in cruise 
and landing position.

Illustration 15: Positions of slat and flap during cruise (dotted lines) and landing (gray).

Slats  and flaps allow to  increase the camber of wings,  and by this  way to maximize their lift 
coefficient. Already in the 50's, this solution was used on the few Breguet 941 examples. The next 
picture  shows a  global  photo  of  this  wonderful  aircraft  and a  detail  of  one  of  its wings with 
deflected slats and flaps.

a)    b)     

Illustration 16: a) A Breguet 941 prototype with deflected flaps. b) Breguet 941 flaps and slats55.

With time, these devices has been optimised, and one can see these systems mounted on newest air 
planes as the Airbus A380, of which flaps are visible in the next picture.

55 Pictures from the article “Breguet STOL Prospects”, FLIGHT International, Vol. 2784, No. 2784, p. 91, July 1962.
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II Technical and Scientific Background Around Vortex Generators - The Vortex Generators in the Context of High-lift
Devices

Illustration 17: Airbus A380 deflected flaps56.

II.1.1.2  An Augmented Risk of Failure

But these systems have shortcomings, as we will see now. For example, beside the evident increase 
of drag they provoke, which can be an advantage during landing, the complexity of mechanisms 
used to implement them is obviously relatively high, increasing the risk of failure. The next picture 
shows a detail of a flap fixing system on an Airbus A330. One can easily see the high number of 
joints, moving parts involved in such a system, and the number of critical pieces which can cause 
great damage in case of failure during flight.

Illustration 18: Flap of an Airbus A330 and its fixing system57.

So, the cost to develop, product, and maintain such systems is necessary high.

56 Modified version of: @Yummifruitbat, “Airbus A380 F-WWOW performing display flight at Farnborough 
International Airshow”, @Yummifruitbat, July 2006, GNU Free Documentation Licence, available from 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Airbus_a380_fb06rs.jpg (in July 2011).

57 Modified version of: Eigenes Werk, “Flap of an Airbus A330”, @Brandrodungswanderfeldhackbau, April 2008, 
GNU Free Documentation Licence, available from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:A330_Landeklappe.jpg 
(in July 2011).
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High-lift Common Systems: to be Improved

II.1.1.3  A Noise Source

In the same way, these systems contain inevitably thin axes and clearances  which can increase 
strongly the noise of planes, especially during landing when high-lift devices are the most solicited.

This  doesn't  fit  with the current political  will  to reduce noise pollution,  as it  can be seen,  for 
example, by reading the  European directive dealing with “noise-related operation restrictions” in 
airports 2002/30/EC58.

II.1.1.4  A Fuel Capacity Reduction

Finally, these devices, since they draw in the wing during cruise, reduce the fuel capacity of them.

II.1.2  Ways of Improvement

So, one of the aims of aeronautical research for tens of years is to try to reduce these shortcomings.

II.1.2.1  Reduction of Flap Number: a Compromise Between Efficiency and Reliability

To do so, a global simplification of flap systems has been done, by reducing their number to one 
(compare the flaps from the Breguet 941 in the figure 16 page 13, and those from the A380 in the 
figure 17, page 14). This reduces the complexity of articulating systems and give more robustness 
to flaps.

II.1.2.2  Reduction of Flap Size

In addition, some projects led to reduce even the size of flaps, as the HELIX project (2001-2005), 
which  increases  in  the  same time  the  fuel  capacity  of  the  wing and the  weight  of  the  fixing 
systems59.

II.1.3  Flow Separation: the Cost of Flap Reduction

But the reduction of flap number and size has a cost: the increase of flow separation risk.

II.1.3.1  Bad Sides Effects

Flow separation  is when a part of a flow inverses one's direction compared to the free stream 
velocity (or inlet velocity). The consequences of such a phenomenon, in a turbulent flow, is the 
emergence  of  big  and  chaotic  recirculations,  as  visible  in  the  scheme  21 b),  page  18,  which 
consume a lot of energy, increasing the drag wings. In addition, the wing surface in contact with 
such a chaotic flows lose its lift, making the wing simply stall.

That's why flow separation is one of the biggest enemy of aerodynamicists, and why lots of people  
are still today wondering how to avoid or reduce this phenomenon.

58 “Directive 2002/30/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council”, Official Journal of the European 
Communities, March 2002 ; available from http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?
uri=OJ:L:2002:085:0040:0046:EN:PDF (in July 2011).

59 von Stillfried, F., Wallin, S., Johansson, A.V., “Application of a Statistical Vortex Generator Model Approach on the 
Short-Chord Flap of a Three-Element Airfoil“, KATnet II Conference on Key Aerodynamic Technologies, Bremen, 
2009.
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II Technical and Scientific Background Around Vortex Generators - The Vortex Generators in the Context of High-lift
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II.1.3.2  The Inevitable Adverse Pressure Gradient: at the Origin of Flow Separation

To well understand why flow separation occurs, it is first necessary to well understand some basic 
phenomenons, as the adverse pressure gradient.

To do so, let's regard an inviscid flow around a wing with a positive lift force. It is well known that  
such a flow creates a  depression on the upper  surface of the wing. Indeed,  the static pressure 
diminishes due to aerodynamic effects, and it is partly why a wing can sustain in air. The next 
scheme illustrates this pressure field upside of an airfoil.

Illustration 19: Suction forces (arrows) due to the depression field (contours) on the upper surface of a wing in an  
inviscid flow.

This depression gives birth to suction forces which benefit to the wing, but which exert also on the 
fluid itself, as represented in the same picture (arrows). The greater the pressure gradient is, the 
greater these forces are.

Now, one can see that, through the streamline represented on the picture, these forces become in 
the opposite direction compared to the fluid particle velocity once this particles pass the depression 
peak. That's why one can speak of an  adverse pressure gradient, because this pressure gradient 
leads to suction forces pulling in the direction opposite to the fluid particle velocity.

II.1.3.3  The Boundary Layers' “Arm Wrestling”: How Suction Forces Are Counterbalanced by  
Kinetic and Viscous Forces

Of course, the inviscid flow isn't “perturbed” by this suction forces, because actually it is the flow 
itself which is at its origin. The equilibrium between the inertia of the fluid and these suction forces 
is natural.

But this equilibrium isn't natural anymore in the  boundary layer, because the velocity inside it 
reaches zero upon contact with the wing surface and increases progressively up to the “inviscid” 
velocity, so that its local inertia reaches also zero. Indeed, the boundary layer is the part of the flow 
in what viscous forces are high compared to the inertia of the fluid, because of the presence of the 
solid surfaces which are immobile from the point of view of an observer staring at the wing.
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Flow Separation: the Cost of Flap Reduction

In  consequence,  the  inertia  of  the  fluid  cannot  balance  the  adverse  suction  forces  inside  the 
boundary layer.  To do so,  there is  a third force which helps the fluid to “stay on course”: the 
viscous forces which pull the fluid inside the boundary layer in the direction of the inviscid flow, 
like if the first particles outside the boundary layer took the hands of the ones just below its upper  
limit, which would took the hands of the ones just below them and so on, the last particles grabbing 
the immobile surface of the wing. That's why, even if the kinetic forces cannot counterbalance the 
adverse suction forces in the boundary layer, the flow separation may not occur there as soon as an 
adverse pressure gradient appears.

But along the airfoil, the thickness of the boundary layer increases, diminishing the viscous forces 
inside it, since their are assumed to be proportional to the velocity gradient normal to the wing's 
surface. In addition, the “elongation” of the velocity profile lead to a bigger “low inertia area” near  
the wall.

So, the equilibrium between these three forces “moves” while the particles move in the x direction, 
toward the airfoil's trailing edge, as in a “arm wrestling”: the adverse suction forces become more 
and more predominant near the wall  compared to both the inertia and the viscous forces. This 
induce a deceleration of the fluid which can simply become reversed: it is the flow separation. The 
chart below sums up this sequence, showing a velocity profile along three wing normal lines.

Illustration 20: Velocity profile trough a normal to a wall showing the successive steps of the flow separation.

II.1.4  The Vortex Generators: a “Simple” Way to Delay Flow Separation

Even  if  the  preceding  explanation  of  flow separation  origins  is  just  a  way  to  feel  better  the 
phenomenons involved in such a process (which is obviously more complex, as in many fields of 
aerodynamics), it allows to understand the role of kinetic forces into flow separation delaying. And, 
it is precisely the role of vortex generators: to increase kinetic forces into the wing's boundary layer 
so as to make them less sensitive to adverse pressure gradients.
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II Technical and Scientific Background Around Vortex Generators - The Vortex Generators in the Context of High-lift
Devices

II.1.4.1  A Simple and Robust Device

As one can see in the scheme  21 a) just below,  vortex generators are little vanes which can be 
positioned on wings – or even on internal walls60, by pair (then called  counter-rotating because 
they produce vortexes rotating in opposite directions, as in the picture 23, page 19) or all parallel 
(then called co-rotating because they produce vortexes rotating in the same direction), of different 
shapes  (rectangular,  trapezoidal,  triangular,  etc.),  and  situated  usually  just  before  the  flow 
separation position, as illustrated in the scheme 21 b).

a)     b)     

c)      

Illustration 21: a) Vortex generator illustration in 3D. b) Position of vortex generators compared to the flow separation  
position. c) Example of vortex generator sets on a Boeing 737 wing61.

Vortex generator height should be less that the presumed boundary layer thickness (up to 50% of it, 
for example), this configuration allowing to conserve vortex generator efficiency without creating 
much drag62.

60 Jirásek, A., “Design of Vortex Generator Flow Control in Inlets”, Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 43, No. 6, November-
December 2006 ; available from the E-Library search engine of http://www.aiaa.org/index.cfm (in July 2011).

61 Modified version of: Charles White, “Alaska Airlines 737 letting down over the mountains southeast of Anchorage 
Alaska”, May 2002, reproduced by kind permission of the author.

62 See ref. 59 (Page 15), 1-Introduction.
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The Vortex Generators: a “Simple” Way to Delay Flow Separation

II.1.4.2  The Secret of Vortex Generator: Tip Vortexes

As said before, the role of vortex generators is to increase the kinetic forces into the boundary 
layer. To do so, they just create vortexes (hence they are called vortex generators) by the mean of a 
static  pressure difference  between their  both sides.  This  is  exactly  the  same phenomenon that 
occurs at the tip of plane wings having a positive angle of attack as illustrated in the next scheme.

Illustration 22: Tip vortex behind a plane subsonic wing due to a static pressure gradient.

Vortex generator vanes are intentionally put so as to have a certain angle of attack compared to the 
“non perturbed flow” of the boundary layer. This causes tip vortexes as illustrated below.

Illustration 23: Tip vortexes behind a counter-rotating pair of vortex generators due to static pressure gradients.

By creating vortexes, the velocity is increased near the wall. One can then notice that the increase 
of velocity is not especially into the x direction (in the main flow direction), but more in the plane 
perpendicular to it (the y-z plane). So, the velocity profile previously presented in the chart 20, page 
17, should not be very modified by the presence of vortex generators. However, it has been proven 
from experience that vortex generators are very efficient to delay or prevent flow separation. So, 
we can just conclude that the increase of velocity, and so the increase of kinetic energy inside the 
boundary layer, regardless the direction of the velocity increase, make this boundary layer more 
resisting to adverse pressure gradients.

II.1.4.3  The “Magic” of Vortex Generators

But in addition to flow separation prevention or delay, it has been shown that vortex generators 
could offer other advantages, several of which being very surprising.

For  example,  vortex  generators  positioned  even  near  the  trailing  edge  (or  on  the  flap)  can 
significantly increase the suction pressure everywhere on the wing surface, even close to its leading 
edge63!

In addition, as illogical as it can appear, vortex generators can finally reduce the drag of wings, 
especially thanks to the fact that the flow in the wing's wake becomes less chaotic when they are 
used64.

63 C. Lin, J., K. Robinson, S., J. McGhee, R., “Separation Control on High-Lift Airfoils via Micro-Vortex Generators”, 
Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 31, No. 6, November-December 1994, p. 1321.

64 op. cit., p. 1320.
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Other vortex generator virtues can be pointed out, as their ability to reduce noise in the plane's 
cabin if positioned on their nose, as on the Gulfstream III65. Or, vortex generator could even control 
transonic shock waves, as on the Boeing 737 and 76766!

In  any  cases,  the  advantages  offered  by  the  use  of  vortex  generators  aren't  limited  to  flow 
separation prevention, making them a very interesting tool for aerodynamics in general.

II.1.5  The Difficult Task of Vortex Generator Optimization

However, considering what was said in the previous chapter, one can easily comprehend the both 
simplicity and complexity of vortex generators. 

“Simplicity”, because they involve quiet simple phenomenons and very simple devices (little vanes 
just laid on solid surfaces) ; “Complexity”, because nobody can neither precisely nor intuitively 
know the best vortex generator configuration, since finally their precise work isn't trivial at all.

II.1.5.1  A Lot of Parameters to Adjust

In consequence, it is very difficult to optimize a set of vortex generators, especially because, beside 
the difficulty to know where the flow separation will occur during flight, of their many geometrical  
parameters which characterize:

• their shape: rectangular, triangular or trapezoidal;

• their  dimensions:  chord,  height,  angle of  attack,  distance  between each vane  or  pair  of 
vanes, even thickness;

• their position: parallel or by pair, along a straight line or not (see the shape of the vortex 
generator sets positioned on the Boeing 737 wings, in the picture 21 c), page 18).

For example, it has been shown that, depending on the position of vortex generators along a flap 
chord, it can be better or not to use triangle shaped or trapezoidal shaped vortex generator vanes67.

For all these reasons, optimizing empirically a set of vortex generators necessitates a great amount 
of tests, which is, in the case of material experiments, expensive.

II.1.5.2  CFD: a Cheap Way to Study Vortex Generators

In this context, the use of  Computational Fluid Dynamics, that is numerical simulation of fluid 
flows involving mathematical method as the finite  volumes method, is  a  possible  way to save 
money, as usual in the field of aerodynamic flow studies.

65 Pierce, A.J., Li, Q., Shih, Y., Lu, F.K., Liu, C., “Interaction of Microvortex Generator Flow with Ramp-Induced 
Shock/Boundary-Layer Interactions ”, 49th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, University of Texas at Arlington 
Aerodynamics Research Center, January 2011, Orlando, p. 1 ; available from http://arc.uta.edu/publications/cp.htm 
(in July 2011).

66 White, C., "What Vortex Generators do on the Boeing 737?”, Micro AeroDynamics Inc., 2011, URL: 
http://www.microaero.com/pages/v__answer.html (in July 2011).
More precisely, Charles White, the present President of Micro Aero Dynamics Corp., would have been into the 
Boeing Everett Factory during 1986 and would have asked to a Boeing engineer the role of a set of vortexes 
positioned at 50% of the chord of a Boeing 767 wing. The engineer would have said that they were here to 
“address” a shock wave appearing at Mach 0.7 and creating dutch roll, a parasitic movement including roll and yaw.

67 See ref. 63 (page 19), p. 1319.
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The Mathematical Models to Simulate Vortex Generators

II.2  The Mathematical Models to Simulate Vortex Generators
But the well known problem of CFD studies is that they take up a great amount of time. Especially 
in the case of vortex generators optimization, as we will see. That's why using vortex generator 
models, which simulates the presence of vortex generators during computation, is very time-saving.

II.2.1  Conventional CFD Study Process: Not Adapted to Vortex Generator 
Studies

Let's  first  see  why  a  conventional  CFD study  can  be  very  time-consuming  in  the  context  of 
studying vortex generators.

II.2.1.1  The Four Steps of a CFD Study

Actually, making a CFD study comprises four main steps:

1. First: Creating the numerical geometry, that is using a Computer Aided Design software like 
Catia, Solidworks, Inventor or any other to create a 2D or a 3D shape of the fluid domain to 
be studied. One goal of this step is to make the good compromise between the shape detail 
level and the size of the domain. For big domains (around full planes, buildings, and so on), 
the detail level should be low. On the contrary, inside a very little domain (inside a piston, 
for example), the very precise shape of the fluid domain boundaries can be (or must be) 
represented.  The  first  part  of  the  following  picture  illustrates  a  fluid  domain  around  a 
schematic building.

a)    b)     c)     

Illustration 24: Three of the four parts of a CFD study: a) modeling, b) meshing, and c) post-processing.

• Second: Meshing the fluid domain,  that is using a  meshing software  like  Gambit,  Icem 
CFD, ANSYS Workbench, or any other to create a mesh from the geometrical model. A mesh 
consists in elementary volumes (for example pyramids, prisms, tetrahedrons, etc.), or cells, 
so that mathematical models of physics (as the Navier-Stockes equations) can be resolved in 
each of them. The main goal of this step is to create more little cells where it is known that 
physical  quantities  (pressure,  velocity,  temperature,  and  so  on)  will  have  important 
variations in space (where they have a high gradient) and to create bigger cells in the other 
case  to  reduce  their  total  number  to  its  minimum,  as  visible  in  the  second part  of  the 
previous picture. This step, using mathematical algorithms and lots of memory, can be very 
time-consuming.

• Third: Solving the case, that is using a CFD software or solver like Fluent, Star-CCM+, or 
any  other  to  resolve  the  mathematical  models  of  physics  using  the  mesh.  This  step  is 
obviously the most time-consuming because it uses iterative mathematical algorithms and 
manipulates a very big amount of data.
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• Finally: Post-processing the results, that is using a  post-processing software  as  Tecplot or 
any other to visualize the resulting data as in the last part of the previous picture.

II.2.1.2  Studying Vortex Generators by a Conventional Way: a Time-consuming Process

So, one can easily see that, regarding a CFD study to optimize a vortex generator set, the user will 
have to come back to the first step a high number of times, since the parameters to modify are 
geometrical, each change in the geometry demanding a new mesh, involving a high number of 
cells.

Indeed, solving subsonic turbulent flows (which is the typical type of  flows around wings fitted 
with vortex generators) leads to create very thin cells close to the solid walls because of the high 
velocity gradient present in their boundary layers. This is necessary because it is essential to well 
simulate the velocity gradient close to the solid surfaces because the viscous forces exerted on them 
directly depend on this velocity gradient. So, meshing a set of vortex generators leads to a very 
high number of cells, which leads to more time-consuming meshing and solving steps.

For these reasons, meshing domains with vortex generators is very time-consuming. That's why 
several people have proposed  vortex generator models, that is mathematical models allowing to 
simulate  the  presence  of  vortex  generators  during  the  computation  (the  third  step)  without 
demanding to represent them explicitly into the domain geometry (first step), and so in the mesh 
(second step).  This  reduces  the geometrical  modeling  time since only one model  can be used 
during the whole study, as well as the meshing time and the solving time because less cells are  
necessary, leading to quicker mathematical iterations.

II.2.2  The jBAY Model

Among these models, the Bender-Anderson-Yagle (BAY) model, introduced in 1999, and modified 
by Adam Jirásek in 2005 to become the jBAY model68, is the newest vortex generator model today 
and the more efficient. This model adds source terms into the Navier-Stokes equation, as we will 
see now.

II.2.2.1  A Model Adding a Source Term to the Navier-Stokes Equation

To well understand the principle of the jBAY model, it is first necessary to quickly remind the basis 
of CFD, that is the resolution of flow equations by iterative methods inside several elementary 
volumes  called  cells.  Theses  equations  can  have  several  forms,  and  can  be  very  simplified 
depending on the studied case characteristics. But in every cases, the basis formula used in this 
context is the Navier-Stokes equation. Actually, this equation is simply the application on a fluid, 
then considered to be continuous (and not as an arrangement of atoms), of the  Newton's second 
law, which is maybe the most important physical law of mechanics that have been used in industry 
so far, saying that the total force exerted on a body is the opposite of its acceleration times its  
mass :

∑ F=−m⋅

68 Jirásek, A., “Vortex-Generator Model and Its Application to Flow Control”, Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 42, No. 6, April 
2005, p. 1486.
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with F the forces exerted on a body, m the body's mass and Γ the body's acceleration (compared to 
a Galilean reference frame, that is a reference frame having a constant velocity in a fixed direction, 
without any rotation movement).

In a classical case, the forces exerted on a fluid particle, that is a very little volume of continuous 
fluid (an elementary volume of continuous fluid), are of three forms:

• the gravity forces;

• the pressure forces;

• the viscous forces.

Each of these forces can be represented in the Navier-Stokes equation by a term, as visible in this 
formula where the left member is developed:

FgravityF pressureFviscous=−m⋅

These terms are called the source terms.

The aim of the jBAY model is then to add a new source term to this Navier-Stokes equation into the 
elementary volumes touching the vane to simulate the force that would exert this vane on the fluid 
at  this  position.  By this  way, the vane has not anymore to be represented in the mesh, but its  
presence is simulated. The next  scheme shows cells in which this source term can be added to 
simulate the presence of a virtual vortex generator's vane69.

Illustration 25: Cells in which the Navier-Stokes equation are modified in the jBAY model.

II.2.2.2  The jBAY Source Term: a Lift Force Reaction

The question is then: how to estimate the force that the vane would exert on the fluid? Indeed, this 
force depends on lots of parameters, as the angle of attack of the vane, the fluid velocity, and so on.

To do so, let's first remind that, according to the Newton's third law, saying that two bodies exert, 
one on the other, opposite forces (that is forces with the same magnitude but opposite direction), 
the force exerted by a vane on the fluid should be exactly the opposite of the force that the fluid 
would exert on this vane, that is the aerodynamic forces exerted on the vane, as illustrated in the 
next scheme.

69 To have a concrete example, see: Meunier, M., Brunet, V., “High-Lift Devices Performance Enhancement Using 
Mechanical and Air-Jet Vortex Generators”, Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 45, No. 6, November-December 2008, p. 2056, 
Fig. 17 ; available from the E-Library search engine of http://www.aiaa.org/index.cfm (in August 2011).
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Illustration 26: Application of the Newton's second law on the vortex generator vanes.

Then, as forces are extensive quantity, this total force should be distributed into the source terms of 
each concerned cells so that the sum of these source terms equal this total force. This is possible by 
multiplying this total force into each cell i by a coefficient equaling Vi  / Vm, with Vi the volume of 
the cell and Vm the sum of the volumes of all the cells touching the vane.

Let's now see how the aerodynamic force exerted on the vane is estimated in the jBAY model. To 
make it simple, this model assumes that only the  lift force  of the vane  (that is the force perpen-
dicular to the incoming flow direction) is sufficient to simulate its presence, neglecting its  drag 
force (that is the force parallel to the incoming flow direction). So, the force exerted by a vane on 
the fluid is, according to this model, equal to the opposite of the lift force of this vanes.

In the other hand, the lift force magnitude of a lifting surface can be expressed:

F=
1
2
u2 S C l

with  ½  ρ  u2 the  dynamic  pressure (with  u and  ρ the  incoming  fluid  velocity  and  density), 
representing the kinetic energy of the fluid, S the reference surface of the lifting surface and Cl its 
lift coefficient, a dimensionless quantity representing the ability of the lifting surface to convert the 
kinetic energy of the upstream flow into a lift force.

II.2.2.3  An Approximated Lift Coefficient

The question is then to characterize the lift coefficient of the vane. Assimilating the vane to a flat  
surface  and  considering  only  small  angles,  it  is  then  reasonable  to  make  this  lift  coefficient 
proportional to its angle of attack. Indeed, vortex generator vanes are not streamlined as wings and 
this assumption can be used:

Cl=C

with C an arbitrary constant and α the angle of attack of the vane.

Also considering small angles, α can be approximated by:

≈sin

But actually, vanes can have high angles of attack, making this assumption is a little bit too much 
simplistic. Indeed, for angles of attack higher than 15º, the loss of lift is not negligible anymore. So, 
in the jBAY model, the lift coefficient is also multiplied by cos α to simulate the loss of lift caused 
by high angles of attack. The next chart shows the evolution of the lift coefficient following these 
three assumptions: proportional to α, proportional to sin α and proportional to sin α times cos α.
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Illustration 27: Lift coefficient curve following the three assumptions: proportional to α, proportional to sin α and 
proportional to sin α times cos α.

One can see that  this  model seems coherent,  since the lift  coefficient increases until  45º,  then 
decreases to reach zero at an angle of attack of 90º, being almost proportional to the angle of attack 
for small angles of attack.

The lift force of the vane can then be written:

FVG=CVG SVGu2 sincos

with CVG an arbitrary constant including the coefficient ½ from the dynamic pressure and SVG the 
vane's area.

The source term added to a cell i is then:

Li=CVG SVGu2 sin cos
V i

V m

⋅l

with l a normalized vector in the direction of the force exerted on the fluid by the vane.

II.2.2.4  The jBAY Implementation

Three things has then to be calculated at each mathematical iteration, during the computation, to 
estimate this source term:

• The local velocity u and the local density ρ;

• The sine and the cosine of the local angle of attack α;

• The reaction force direction l.

But  actually,  the  local  velocity  and  the  local  density  are  automatically  calculated  during  the 
computation. And, knowing the local velocity allows to deduce both the sine and cosine of the 
angle of attack using simple scalar products:

sin=
u
u
⋅n     ;    cos=

u
u
⋅t

with  u /  u the velocity direction,  n a normalized vector in the vane's normal direction and  t a 
normalized vector in the vane chord direction, as illustrated in the next scheme.
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Illustration 28: Links between the normalized local velocity and the vortex generator vane.

Next, the force direction is also simple to deduce, using a vectorial product:

l=
u
u
×b

with b a normalized vector in the vane span direction, as illustrated in the next scheme.

Illustration 29: Definition of the lifting direction of a vane in the jBAY model.

So, the source term for one cell i among all the cells representing the vane can be expressed by:

Li=CVG SVG

V i

V m

 uu×b  u⋅n  u⋅t  70

II.2.2.5  The jBAY Model: a BAY Model With a Velocity and Density Interpolation

As said before, the jBAY is an improved version of the BAY model. Actually, all things presented 
before are used in the both BAY and jBAY model.

Reading the former paragraphs, one can notice two shortcomings to the  model presented here. The 
first is that this model uses an arbitrary constant that has to be chosen by the user (CVG). This could 
be a problem because the calibration of such a constant could demand a fully gridded study to 
compare with, which would reduce drastically the interest of the model. However, the behavior of 
this model is asymptotic, according to previous studies71. Indeed, if this constant is high, the source 
term will strongly increase with the local angle of attack of the vane, keeping the flow in the vane's  
chord direction. 

In other words, let's imagine that the flow is well parallel to the vortex generator's vane. Its local 
angle of attack is  then zero and the source term is  also zero.  But  if  the local  angle of attack 
increases a little and if the constant CVG is high, the lift force will increase very quick, maintaining 
the flow in its initial position as a spring having a high rigidity increases its strain very much when 
it is stretched only a bit. So, this problem can be overcome just by using a relatively high constant, 
taking a minimum value between 5 and 10 depending, on the source72.

70 See ref. 68 (page 22), p. 1487.
71 Ibid.
72 Dudek, J. C., “Modeling vortex Generators in a Navier-Stokes Code”, Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 49, No. 4, April 
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But actually, the main problem that could have this model is its way to calculate the local velocity 
and density. As seen before, these quantities are automatically calculated in each cell “touching” 
the vane. However, these calculated values are mean values. And, using these mean values directly 
evidently  make the  source  term precision  strongly  dependent  from the  mesh fineness.  Indeed, 
bigger the cells are, more approximative is the local mean velocity.  This is what did the BAY 
model.

In  this  context,  M.  Adam Jirásek  just  added  to  this  BAY model  a  local  velocity  and  density 
interpolation.  More precisely,  the jBAY model  discretizes the vane into points being the inter-
section of this vane, then described as a flat surface (with no thickness), and the edges of the mesh,  
as represented in the next scheme.

Illustration 30: Intersection points defining the vortex generator vanes and data interpolation in the jBAY model.

Then, the values of the local velocity and density are precisely interpolated at these points from the 
CFD results at each iteration. This permits to calculate a very more precise source term whatever 
the fineness of the mesh.

The jBAY model is, as we will see in the last part of this document, a very good and efficient 
model.

II.2.3  The RANS Model

Let's now see the RANS model, an older model than the jBAY model which has a great advantage,  
even if it is evident that it is less accurate. Indeed, its implementation in Edge permits to use it in  
cases using 2D meshes, when the jBAY model only works for 3D cases in Edge. This is a non 
negligible advantage because of the very big difference of computational time between a 2D and a 
3D case.

The RANS model uses a totally different way to simulate the presence of vortex generator, even if it 
also modifies the Navier-Stokes equations. Actually, it estimates the circulation around the vortex 
generator vanes according to the Lifting Line Theory (LLT) so as to calculate a velocity difference 
created by the vortex generators thanks to the  Lamb-Oseen vortex model and then to deduce a 
contribution to the Reynolds stress tensor to add in the RANS equation.

Since this  model  is  far  more complicated than the jBAY model  and less efficient,  it  won't  be 
explained in detail. Only the basic knowledge will be presented in this part. The reader can look at 
the bibliography for more details73.

1994, pp. 749-750.
73 Especially: von Stillfried, F., “Computational Studies of Passive Vortex Generator for Flow Control”, Technical 

Reports from Royal Institute of Technology Stockholm, December 2009, pp. 12-21 ; available from 
www2.mech.kth.se/~florian/Licentiat_Florian_von_Stillfried.pdf (in July 2011).
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II.2.3.1  The RANS Equation

As said in a previous chapter of this document (cf. II.2.2.1, page 22), the fundamental mathematical 
equation used to simulate viscous turbulent flows in CFD is the Navier-Stokes equation, which is 
an application of the Newton's second law.

In the case of turbulent flows, that is flows in which the inertia of the fluid is far greater than the 
viscous forces  (excepted in the boundary layer) so that there are turbulences, resolving the full 
Navier-Stokes equation would lead to encounter some problems, as the fact that such flows are not 
steady (they evolves with time),  even if the mean flow is stable. That's  partly  why, for turbulent 
flows, only this “mean flow” is resolved. To do so, one use the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes 
(RANS) equation, which is a version of the Navier-Stokes equation concerning only the mean value 
of  each  physical  quantity  (pressure,  velocity,  density),  considering  that  these quantities  can be 
expressed as the sum of a time average value and a fluctuating value:

u=uu '

with  u a physical quantity value, u  the time average value of this quantity and u' the fluctuating 
value. This decomposition is called the Reynolds decomposition.

II.2.3.2  The Reynolds Stress

And, to write this RANS equation in a similar form than the Navier-Stokes equation (that is, to 
make the mean values of the physical quantities, u , the principal variables of this equation), it is 
then necessary to add a source term to take under consideration the effect of the fluctuating part of 
the velocity on its time average value.

This source term is called the Reynold stress, and equals the opposite of the divergence of a matrix 
τ, called the Reynolds stress tensor, equaling:

=[
u' u '
u ' v '
u ' w '

v ' u '
v ' v '
v ' w '

w ' u '
w ' v '
w ' w' ]

or, using the Einstein notation (that is using subscripts):

ij=u 'i u ' j

with u'=u'1, v'=u'2 and w'=u'3 the components of the fluctuating velocity  (and so, u 'i u' j  the mean 
value of the product of u'i and u'j).

Finally, the developed expression of this source term is:

−∇=− [
∂u ' u '

∂ x

∂u ' v '
∂ y


∂u ' w '

∂ z
∂v ' u '

∂ x

∂v ' v '

∂ y

∂v ' w '

∂ z
∂w ' u '

∂ x

∂w ' v '

∂ y

∂w ' w '

∂ z
]

or, using the Einstein notation:

−∂u' iu ' j

∂ x j
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In CFD, there are lots of mathematical models to estimate the Reynolds stress, because the exact  
value of u'i is ignored since the aim of the use of the RANS equation is precisely not to compute it.

II.2.3.3  The RANS Vortex Generator Model

So, the aim of the RANS vortex generator model is to modify the Reynold stress so as to simulate 
the presence of vortex generators.

More precisely, the velocity difference that would be caused by the vortex generators in the plane 
perpendicular to the mean flow is estimated and then considered, in this model, to be a fluctuating 
velocity of which a resulting Reynold stress difference is calculated.

The question is then: how to estimate this velocity difference? To do so, the RANS model uses the 
Lamb-Oseen vortex model, giving a theoretical angular velocity inside a vortex:

u r=


2r
[1−e

−r2 /r0
2

]

with Γ the circulation of the vortex, r0 the radius of the vortex core and r the distance between the 
vortex center and the point where the angular velocity is calculated. 

An application of this equation is given in the first part of the next scheme, showing the 2D angular 
velocity field uθ in a vortex according to this model and a graph giving its magnitude along a strait 
line starting from its center.

One can notice that there are two input variables in the Lamb-Oseen model equation, one of them 
being the vortex core radius, the other being the circulation, which represents, in some ways, the 
vorticity of a flow, and which is defined by a line integral of a “velocity flux” across a closed line:

=∮C
u⋅dl

with C a closed contour, u the local fluid velocity and dl an elementary portion of the contour, as 
illustrated in the second part of the next scheme, showing a circulation calculated around a wing.

Mathematically, the circulation is independent from the shape of the contour C, although in a CFD 
calculation it is not necessary true because the user can impose, for example, a uniform velocity on 
the domain's limit (the circulation through a line laying on this limit being, in consequence, zero).

The question is then to know the circulation of the vortex that would create the simulated vortex 
generators. To do so, the RANS model uses the Lifting Line Theory, which permits to model the 
circulation contained in virtual vortexes induced by a wing, as illustrated in the last part of the next 
scheme showing the distribution of circulation along a rectangular wing.

According to  this  theory,  the  circulation  can  be  written,  at  any position  y along the  spanwise 
direction of a wing:

 y =
K
2

U  yc  y eff  y 

with K the slope of the lift curve at zero angle of attack, U the velocity of the incoming flow, c the 
chord of the wing and αeff the effective angle of attack seen by the wing74.

74 op. cit., pp. 13-14.
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The advantage of the Lifting Line Theory is that it is possible to estimate the lift and drag of a wing 
thanks to equations containing integration of the circulation previously modeled. But in the RANS 
model, the circulation of the induced vortexes is considered to be the maximum circulation of the 
vortex generator's vanes75.

a)     b)     

c) 

Illustration 31: The models used in the RANS model : a) A velocity field into a vortex plane according to the Lamb-
Oseen vortex model. b) A circulation calculation around a wing.c) The distribution of vortex circulation induced by a  

rectangular wing according to the Lifting Line Theory.

II.2.3.4  Advantages and Shortcomings of the RANS Model

So, the first evident shortcoming of the RANS model is that, since it considers the vortex velocity 
to be a fluctuating velocity, the vortexes cannot be visible during post-processing of a case using 
this model.

In addition, the relevance of the use of the  Lifting Line Theory  in this context can be seriously 
questioned. Indeed, this theory is only applicable for wings with high aspect ratio, that is, with a 
span very greater than their  chord,  which is evidently not the case for vortex generator vanes. 
Moreover, one of this theory's assumption is that the wing is in a non perturbed flow, when the  
vortex generator vane is in the boundary layer of the wing. Also, the Lifting Line Theory considers 
only small angles of attack, when the vanes of vortex generators can have an angle of attack up to 
20º (or even more). Finally, and maybe this is the less respected assumption in this case, the Lifting 
Line Theory only applies to inviscid flows, when the boundary layer is the part of the flow where 
the viscous forces are predominant.

Nonetheless, the implementation of the RANS model is  not trivial,  using in the case of Edge, 
Fourier series and  Chebyshev polynomials, which ask the user for giving abstract mathematical 
parameters that he or she doesn't know how to adjust.

Nevertheless, as said before, the RANS model can be used, in Edge, with 2D case, making it a 
cheap alternative to the jBAY model. Even if, as we will see in the final section of this document, 
the loss of precision is not negligible.

75 op. cit., p. 14.
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III  Validation of Vortex Generator Model with Edge
Let's now end this report with the validation study itself. Consisting in testing the both jBAY and 
RANS models in the CFD solver Edge. Edge has been developed by the FOI76 (that is the Swedish 
Research Defense Agency) and its partners (like SAAB Aerosystems or the University of Bristol in 
United  Kingdom).  The project  started  in  1997 in the  Swedish  Aeronautical  Research Institute, 
which merged with the FOA (that is the Swedish Defense Research Establishment), in 2003. This is 
a CFD solver easy to use, several times validated77, and strongly optimized for studying external air 
flows. 

Edge is available in a single processor version from the FOI website78. It is also possible to ask for 
being one of its partner79, and in this case to benefit from the latest versions of Edge.

As Edge doesn't provide post-processing tools, the open software  Paraview80 was used to do it 
during this study.

III.1  The 3D Fully Gridded Mesh Study
To validate the vortex generator models in Edge, there were two options. The first was to compare 
an  experimental  case involving vortex  generators  with a  CFD case using the  vortex generator 
models. The second option was to compare a CFD case in which the grid included explicit vortex 
generators with another CFD case using the vortex generator models. 

The first option was the less time-consuming, because creating a “fully gridded mesh”, that is a  
mesh including vortex generators vanes, is complex and because experimental data could be find 
easily. However, the second option was chosen. Indeed, the first option would lead to a uncertainty 
about the cause of the differences between the experimental and the CFD results. Indeed, it would 
have been impossible to know if these differences were due to the vortex generator models or other 
parameters independent from it (turbulence model, parameters of the incoming fluid, etc.). So, the 
first step of this study was to create a 3D fully gridded mesh containing explicit vortex generators.

But all the same, the studied case was chosen to be comparable to some experimental data. This 
option permitted to be sure that the studied vortex generators would lead to significant change into 
the flow.

In addition, the software which should have been used to create geometries and to generate meshes 
during this study was Icem CFD, the commercial meshing software from ANSYS used by VZLÚ. 
And yet, big problems were encountered using this software. So, this section gives also a sum up of 
these problems and of the solutions found to overcome them.

76 Website of FOI: http://www.foi.se/FOI/templates/startpage____96.aspx (in September 2011).
77 To have comparison between Edge results and experimental results, see for example: Smith, J., “Aeroelastic 

Functionality in Edge Initial Implementation and Validation ”, FOI-R-1485-SE, December 2005, pp. 30-33 ; 
available from www.foi.se/upload/projects/edge/publications/foir1485.pdf (in September 2011).

78 From http://www.foi.se/FOI/templates/Page____5410.aspx (in July 2011).
79 From http://www.foi.se/FOI/templates/Page____4567.aspx (in July 2011).
80 Website of Paraview: http://www.paraview.org/ (in September 2011).
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III Validation of Vortex Generator Model with Edge - The 3D Fully Gridded Mesh Study

III.1.1  Description of the Case

III.1.1.1  Wing and Vortex Generators Geometry

The chosen studied case was a case experimented in the  Wichita State University’s Low-Speed  
Tunnel concerning an airfoil developed by  NASA, the  GA(W)-1, and fitted with a set of counter-
rotating vortex generators81. A very faithful 3D transcription of the concerned geometry is given 
below, as an illustration.

a)      b)     

Illustration 32: The GA(W)-1 fitted with vortex generators as in the WSU's wind tunnel. a) Global view and b) zoom on  
vortex generators.

The set of vortex generator was counter-rotating, having a maximum height of 7.62 mm, a chord of 
about  2.65 cm,  an  angle  of  attack  of  16.7º and a  period  of  5.58 cm.  Their  trailing  edge was 
positioned at 60% of the wing's chord.

III.1.1.2  Domain Geometry

Since it was decided, so as to validate the vortex generator models, to judge the influence of the 
vortex generator presence on the wing's lift and drag coefficients at several angles of attack, it was 
decided to use a circular domain, as presented in the next scheme. Indeed, taking a rectangular 
domain can cause problems for zero angle of attack. In this case, the boundary condition applied on 
the upper and lower sides of the domain should be changed for a “symmetry” conditions to well 
ensure that the velocity is tangent to them and to ensure a good convergence during calculation. 
With a circular domain, the boundary condition applied on the domain's limit can be the same for  
all the angles of attack, which simplifies the work of the user.

Illustration 33: Schematic presentation of the circular domain used during this study.

81 Wentz, W. H., Seetharam, H. C., “Development of a Fowler Flap System for a High Performance General Aviation 
Airfoil”, NASA, Washington D. C., December 1974, pp. 18, 23, 69.
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Description of the Case

The question was then to chose the radius of this domain. Indeed, this radius should be enough 
large to make the influence of the domain boundaries negligible close to the wing but not to much 
large to restrict the number of cells. The need of a large domain radius is due to the fact that, in a 
subsonic flow, the influence of the wing should be felt at  an infinite distance from it  (like the 
gravity forces of a grain of sand should be felt  everywhere in the universe),  however the user 
imposes, in this case, a uniform free-stream condition on the domain's limit, which has necessary 
an influence on the flow close to the wing. If the domain is too small,  this  influence strongly  
perturbs the flow, making the post-processing data wrong.

To answer this question, the lift coefficient of the wing was calculated using several 2D meshes 
having the same fineness but with a radius going from 5 to 100 chords. The next chart shows the 
differences, in percents, between the lift coefficient calculated from each of these cases and the lift 
coefficient from the larger mesh case, considered to be the reference value.
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Illustration 34: Evolution of the lift coefficient according to the domain radius.

One can then see that for the angles of attack from 0º (blue) to 10º (yellow), the lift coefficient 
became pretty stable from a domain radius of 30 chords. For 15º (green) and 20º (brown), it was 
more difficult to determine such a minimum radius. This can be explained because that at high 
angles  the  flow  separation  becomes  more  and  more  chaotic,  resulting  in  more  approximative 
results, even after a high convergence of calculations. The next chart shows the lift curve of the 
wing for the larger mesh case. One can see the fall of lift coefficient occurring after 15º of angle of 
attack, betraying a powerful flow separation.
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Illustration 35: Lift coefficient curve for the one hundred chord radius domain.
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III Validation of Vortex Generator Model with Edge - The 3D Fully Gridded Mesh Study

Taking a margin, the chosen radius was of 40 chords. Indeed, as visible in the next picture, which 
represents the 2D mesh generated from the 40 chord radius domain, the cells at the circumference 
of the domain were quiet large, and so an increase of the domain radius from 30 to 40 chords didn't  
lead to a big increase of cell number.

Illustration 36: 2D mesh for a domain having a radius of 40 chords ; The white strip represents the approximative wing  
position and length ; The dotted line represents the size of a 30 chord domain.

III.1.1.3  Domain Thickness

Then, the question of the domain's thickness was raised. After looking to the wing's geometry (see 
picture 32, page 32), one can easily see the periodic nature of the vortex generator set. It was then 
possible to make the calculation for only one pair of vanes so as to reduce the number of cells in  
the  mesh,  as  presented  in  the  first  part  of  the  next  figure  and as  it  has  been done in  several  
academic studies involving counter-rotating vortex generator sets82.

a)     b)      

Illustration 37: a) Example of geometry that can be taken under consideration to study a set of counter-rotation vortex  
generators. b) Chosen geometry to study the set of counter-rotating vortex generators.

Nevertheless, one can see inside this reduced geometry an additional symmetry plane between the 
two remaining vanes. This led to keep under consideration only one vane, as visible in the last part  
of the previous picture.

Then, one can wonder if the vortexes of each vane wouldn't get into the one of the other vane of the 
pair, so that removing one vane of the pair would change the nature of the flow. But since the 
geometry is purely symmetrical, and since the incoming flow direction is parallel to its symmetry 
planes, it is clear that the flow is also symmetrical and that in any case removing a vane of the pair 
using a symmetry plane wouldn't change anything in the flow.

So, the solution described above was perfectly acceptable, and was the one used during this study.

One can notice that in the case of co-rotating vanes, the two boundary condition associated to the 
front and the back of the domain should be of “periodic” type, and not “symmetry”.

82 See for example: ref. 73 (page 27), p. 16, 19.
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Icem CFD: a Tool Not Optimized for Thin Domain Meshing

III.1.2  Icem CFD: a Tool Not Optimized for Thin Domain Meshing

So, according to what has been said, the domain was quiet large, and very thin. In this context, the 
commercial meshing software Icem CFD wasn't an ideal tool to mesh such a domain.

Icem CFD is known to be very powerful for 3D or 2D structured grid (blocking) or unstructured 
grids around complex geometries. This software is also able to export meshes into CGNS format83, 
the only one format that Edge can import excepted the TAU format (the one compatible with the 
NetCFD library84), all of this making Icem CFD a compatible tool with Edge.

But, as we will see, it was not suitable for studying vortex generators by the way described above.

III.1.2.1  A Need of Low Aspect Ratio Cells

In fact,  Icem CFD presented great  difficulties  to generate  unstructured meshes,  that  is  meshes 
containing cells in an arbitrary position, with a high aspect ratio, that is using very squashed cells. 
The following picture shows the result of a 3D thin mesh generated thanks to Icem CFD. After a 
certain distance from the wing, the front side (in green) and the back side (in magenta) of the 
domain merged into an undulating surface.

Illustration 38: Undesirable fusion of close boundary surface during the generation of an unstructured grid with Icem  
CFD.

This problem disappeared by the generation of cells of aspect ratio close to one, but this led to 
increase the domain's thickness. Indeed, keeping the initial thickness of one vortex generator vane 
led to a quasi infinite number of cells. The next picture shows two meshes generated by this way.

    

Illustration 39: Thin domains meshed with the low aspect ratio demanded by Icem CFD.

83 Website of the CGNS library: http://cgns.sourceforge.net/ (in September 2011).
84 Website of the NetCFD library: http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/ (in September 2011).
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III Validation of Vortex Generator Model with Edge - The 3D Fully Gridded Mesh Study

III.1.2.2  A Incompatibility with Fine Unstructured Meshes

As visible in the previous picture, increasing the domain thickness permitted to reduce the number 
of cells in the domain's circumference. But doing that, the number of cells near the wing increased 
a lot because their volume had to be kept enough low to ensure a good precision during calculation, 
as visible in the next picture.

Illustration 40: An example of mesh on the wing geometry.

In consequences, a quick study was done to estimate the optimized thickness that would reduce the 
number of cell to its minimum using Icem CFD. The next chart shows the total number of cells  
contained in several meshes having different thicknesses and different fineness, containing cells 
with an aspect ratio close to one.

One can see from this chart that, for the meshes having a “very coarse” fineness (lower curve),  
when the domain's thickness was ten times the one of a domain containing only one pair of vanes,  
the total number of cells still diminished, thanks to the decrease of circumferential cell number. 
But, for the meshes having a “moderate” fineness (middle curve), the cell number began to increase 
after that the domain's thickness was multiplied by eight, because at this moment, the decrease of 
circumferential cell number began to be counterbalanced by the increase of cell number close to the 
wing. And, for the very fine meshes (upper curve), the cell number began to increase after that the 
domain's thickness was multiplied by only four.  That is:  finer was the mesh (or more the user 
wanted precise and realistic CFD results), more the benefit of increasing the domain's thickness to 
reduce the total cell number was limited, forcing the user to work with a mesh having an infinite 
number of cells. That was evidence that using Icem CFD to mesh thin domains wasn't a suitable 
solution.
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Illustration 41: Evolution of the number of cells according to the thickness and the fineness of a thin mesh.
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Salome: an Efficient Tool to Mesh Thin Domains

III.1.3  Salome: an Efficient Tool to Mesh Thin Domains

To overcome this problem, it obviously wasn't possible to look for another commercial software to 
use. In consequences, the research was done into open softwares, and one of them was particularly 
suitable in this case.

III.1.3.1  Salome: an Efficient Tool for CFD Meshing

Indeed, Salome85 is an open platform able to design geometries, to generate meshes and even to do 
post-processing. Born thanks to collaborative efforts from many companies which are expert in 
CFD like Open CASCADE, the CEA (that is the French Atomic Energy Commission) or EADS, this 
tool has great chances to become essential in the field of CFD in the future.

In addition, every operation done in its graphical interface can be scripted in Python86, the C++-like 
language  very  robust  and  pleasant  to  use.  This  permitted  to  create  tools  which  wasn't  yet 
implemented in Salome as we will see.

Salome can,  as ANSYS Workbench,  generate  unstructured meshes  with high aspect  ratio  cells 
without any problem. Furthermore, Salome can create geometries very efficiently.

III.1.3.2  A Need to Implement a Script to Export Meshes

For all these reasons, Salome was used to create the mesh from the thin domain described earlier.  
But this powerful software couldn't be used without additional tools developed for the occasion.

For example, maybe the worse disadvantage of Salome is that it can only import and export a few 
number of formats, and especially not into CGNS nor TAU formats, the only ones that Edge can 
import.

But in the other hand, it was possible, thanks to a Python script, to directly generate meshes from 
Salome in the format of Edge: the FFA format, developed by the Swedish Aeronautical Research 
Institute. Indeed, a mesh in FFA format can be in ASCII format, that is in a human readable (and 
writable) format. And, Python can easily manipulate files. 

The Python script used to export the meshes of this study is given in Annex 2, page 71.

III.1.3.3  An Absence of Tool to Generate Prismatic Layers

On other shortcoming of Salome is that few tools are available for prismatic layer generation, not 
as in Icem CFD which proposes some automatic algorithms to add prismatic layers on existing 
meshes.  Prismatic layers  are parts of the mesh of which the cells have an aspect ratio strongly 
increasing in the direction of the solid surfaces. They allow to limit the number of cells while  
keeping a  very  fine  discretization  along the  solid  surface normals,  which is  necessary  to  well 
simulate the velocity gradient, and then the viscous forces exerted on the wing.

Nonetheless, as for the mesh exportation, it was possible to create such tools by the mean of a 
Python script. More precisely, a Python function able to generate 2D geometries around airfoils 
was created, so as to make very easier the generation of 2D or 3D prismatic layers. This Python 
script  is  given  into  the  Annex  2,  page  71.  The  next  picture  shows  two  airfoils  and  the  2D 
geometries automatically generated around them thanks to this script.

85 Website of Salome: http://www.salome-platform.org/ (in August 2011)
86 Website of Python: http://www.python.org/ (in Septembre 2011).
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III Validation of Vortex Generator Model with Edge - The 3D Fully Gridded Mesh Study

a)

   

b)

   

Illustration 42: Kind of prismatic layer geometry that can be automatically created around a 2D airfoil thanks to a  
Python script in Salome.

Actually, this script cuts the airfoil in several points and calculates the vector perpendicular to it for 
each  of  these  points.  Then,  it  creates  offset  points  which  are  linked  by  a  spline.  After  that, 
discontinuities are detected in the airfoil to create intermediate edges (visible at the right of the 
airfoils  in  the  previous  picture).  These  intermediate  edges  can  then  be  used  to  set  meshing 
conditions across the prismatic layer87.

One can notice that this method permits to very master the prismatic layer generation because, by 
this way, the user takes advantage of simple geometries, quickly generated, thanks to which he or 
she can generate the mesh very precisely. Indeed, with automatic algorithms like in Icem CFD, 
which consist in adding prismatic layers to existing meshes, the user can discover, after a long 
computation time, that the generated prismatic layer contains wrong geometries, as for the case 
presented in the next picture, without being able to know precisely the reasons of this.

Illustration 43: Kind of wrong unstructured prismatic layer geometry that can occur using Icem CFD.

87 To have more precise explanation about this function, see the annex Error: Reference source not found, page Error:
Reference source not found.
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Salome: an Efficient Tool to Mesh Thin Domains

Finally, one other advantage of Salome and of the prismatic layer tool presented before is that it is 
very  easy  to  create  mixed  mesh,  that  is  generating  a  mapped  mesh  (a  mesh  with  structured 
tetrahedrons) in the prismatic layer (which becomes a “quadratic” layer), and a unstructured mesh 
in the rest of the domain. Indeed, a mapped mesh gives usually a better convergence during CFD 
calculation.

III.1.4  Mesh Generation

Once the mesh generation problem was solved, the mesh itself was generated.

III.1.4.1  Two Interlocked Prismatic Layers

First, the question of the prismatic layer's shape of the vortex generator vane was posed. Indeed, the 
wing's  prismatic  layers  should  have  the  approximate  thickness  of  its  boundary  layer,  in  what 
viscous forces are predominant.  The next chart shows the velocity profile along a straight line 
perpendicular to the top point of the wing according to a 2D calculation. One can see that the 
viscous effects became negligible at about 0.02 meters from the wing's surface. This gave the order 
of the boundary layer thickness along the airfoil.
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Illustration 44: Evolution of the velocity magnitude along a straight line perpendicular to the upper surface of the  
wing.

And yet, the height of the studied vortex generator vane was of 0.00762 meters, that is around 38% 
of the wing's boundary layer thickness estimated earlier. This was normal since vortex generator's 
height has to be less than 50% this thickness, as said in the beginning of this document. But, that 
meant that the vane had to be completely contained in the prismatic layer of the wing. And yet, to 
well simulate the viscous effects close to this vane, it had to be surrounded by one's own prismatic 
layer. In consequence, it  was necessary to create a prismatic layer (the one of the vane) inside 
another prismatic layer (the one of the wing), which was non usual.

Another difficulty was that, as visible previously, the vane was a triangle. So, the way to include a 
triangular and very thin shape into a mapped mesh using basically hexahedrons wasn't trivial.

The 2D solutions used to solve to these problems are given into schemes 45 a) and ) just below. 
The scheme 45 a) shows how to overcome the fact that the vane was a triangle. It was enough to 
cut an ensemble of hexahedrons into two ensembles of prisms (extruded triangles). This solution 
had the advantage to permit the generation of a finer mesh on the vane independently from the 
fineness of the rest of the prismatic layer.

The scheme  45 b) shows how to imbricate the prismatic layer of the vane inside the one of the 
wing, taking under consideration that the vane was not parallel to the wing's chord.

The picture 45 c) gives a concrete example of these two 2D solutions.
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  a)     

b)     

c)     

Illustration 45: 2D solutions used to interlock the prismatic layers of the wing and of the vortex generator's vane.

The task was then to combine these two 2D solutions into a 3D solution. The next scheme gives the 
used method to do so. The vane was totally shut into a set of blocks which could be easily inserted 
into the wing's prismatic layer using hexahedrons.

Illustration 46: 3D solution to link the 2D solutions presented earlier.
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Mesh Generation

The next picture gives a concrete example of this 3D solution.

   

Illustration 47: Concrete application of the 3D solution presented earlier.

And, the next picture shows a detail of the wing's prismatic layer with and without the vortex 
generator vane integration:

a)     b)     

 Illustration 48: Mesh around the vane position a) with the vane and b) without.
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III.1.4.2  Wing's Prismatic Layer

Then, the question of the precise discretization of the wing's prismatic layer was posed.

As usual, and as visible in the next picture, it was chosen to use a finer discretization at the leading 
edge of  the wing because of  the  high curvature of  its  geometry,  leading to  high  velocity  and 
pressure gradients. The width of hexahedrons was maximal at the top and the bottom of the airfoil,  
where the wing curvature was minimal.

Illustration 49: Detail of the final mesh showing the prismatic layer.

And, because of the vane presence, the prismatic layer was refined from its position to the trailing 
edge, permitting to well simulate the vortex formed behind it.

Finally,  the  normal  discretization  of  the prismatic  layer  was made so that  its  first  cells  had a 
thickness two times inferior to the ones advised by the Viscous Grid Spacing Calculator88 from the 
NASA Langley  Research  Center,  taking  Reynolds  numbers,  which  is  a  dimensionless  number 
giving the ratio of turbulent forces to viscous forces, in the order of the ones used in the Wichita 
State University’s Low-Speed Tunnel, that is between 2.2e6 and 2.9e689.

III.1.4.3  Rest of The Domain

The rest of the domain was meshed thanks to a unstructured mesh, as the one previously presented 
in the picture 36 page 34.

III.1.4.4  Refinement Zone

Finally, a refinement zone was used to well simulate the recirculations occurring in the case of a 
flow separation. A 2D study was done to know the area in which all the recirculation would be 
contained.

88 “Viscous Grid Spacing Calculator”, geolab.larc.nasa.gov, URL: http://geolab.larc.nasa.gov/APPS/YPlus/ (in August 
2011).

89 See ref. 81 (page 32), p. 6.
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Mesh Generation

The next picture gives the approximative recirculation areas, for angles of attack from 0º to 20º. 
More precisely, a first approximation of the peripheral velocity of recirculation was done with a 
certain margin and a contour of this velocity was plotted for several angles of attack.

Illustration 50: Approximative recirculation areas for several angles of attack.

The refinement area was proportioned in consequences, as visible in the next picture.

Illustration 51: Detail of the final mesh showing the refinement area.

The total mesh had about 410,000 cells, with approximately 50% inside the prismatic layers and 
50% outside (of which around the half was in the refinement area). This number of cells was a 
good compromise between a sufficient fineness and a good speed of calculation. A bigger amount 
of cells would have too much slown down this study.

The mesh without vane had about 380,000 cells, that is around 30,000 cells less than the fully 
gridded mesh. This permits to see the high number of cells that is necessary into a mesh containing 
explicit vortex generators and to reinforce the interest of vortex generator models.

III.1.5  Results

III.1.5.1  Validation of the Computational Data

After the calculations, the post-processing data was validated by checking some conditions. For 
example, one can see that the convergence of the computations was pretty good, probably thanks to 
the quality of the mapped prismatic layer and of the refinement area. The next chart shows the 
residual history during the computation corresponding to an angle of attack of 15º. Residuals are 
dimensionless quantities representing the fluctuation, between two iterations, of the solutions of the 
resolved  formulas  during  computation.  When  the  residuals  become  stable,  one  says  that  the 
computation  converged. Here, the calculations were stopped after 25,000 iterations to save time, 
even if the residuals could still diminish. Nonetheless, one can see on the right of this chart that the 
force coefficients were relatively stabilized at this stage of the computation and that they wouldn't 
vary a lot by continuing it.
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Illustration 52: Residuals and force coefficient history during a fully gridded case computation (for 15º of angle of  
attack).

The big fluctuations of residuals at  the beginning of the calculation were due to the  multigrid  
calculation. Indeed, it is possible with Edge to automatically use coarser grids for the first itera-
tions, giving to the finest grid better  initial conditions, that is initial values of pressure, velocity, 
density and so on, everywhere in the mesh. The very low values of force coefficients were because 
the reference surface – that is the surface of the wing used to calculate these force coefficients – 
given in Edge was of one meter square when the true reference surface was of 0.0279 meters 
square. The values of force coefficient were corrected afterwards.

This calculation also permitted to see that the viscous effects were quiet well simulated close to the 
walls. Indeed, the dimensionless wall distance, the y+, which is a dimensionless quantity depending 
on the velocity gradient perpendicular to the wall, the viscosity of the fluid and the thickness of the 
cells touching the wall, was below one almost everywhere, as visible in the first part of the next  
picture which represents in red the only areas where this quantity was more than one in the worse 
case (that is for zero angle of attack). Having a y+ below one is, in the case where no special wall  
function is used to simulate the viscous effect very close to the wall like here, evidence of good 
prismatic layer discretization.

In addition, as visible in the second part of the previous picture, the y+ was very close to one in the 
red area closed to the leading edge.
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And, the maximum y+ value was close to two, as visible in the next picture showing in detail the 
second red area (close to the vane), which is also acceptable.

For these reasons, the results were considered to be reliable.

a)     b) 

c)     

Illustration 53: a) Wing areas where the y+ was higher than one (red). b) Precise display of the y+ field near the leading 
edge. c) y+ field near the vortex generator's vane.
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III.1.5.2  Vortex Generation

Then,  this  first  case  permitted  to  validate  the  phenomenons caused by the  presence  of  vortex 
generators, as the one of vortex generation, as visible in the next picture presenting streamlines 
meeting the vortex generator's vane.

Illustration 54: Streamlines swirling because of the vortex generator vane presence.

III.1.5.3  Flow Separation Prevention

In addition, the flow separation prevention was also validated, as illustrated in the next picture 
showing streamlines around the wing with vortex generators (red) and without vortex generators 
(blue).

a)     

b)     

Illustration 55: Streamlines around a wing having 15º of angle of attack with vortex generators (red) and without  
(blue) according to the fully gridded mesh case. a) Global view and b) zoom close to the trailing edge.
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III.1.5.4  Increasing Suction Pressure

Also, as it was predicted in the first section, the presence of vortex generator increased the suction 
pressure everywhere on the upper surface of the wing, as visible in the next picture showing the 
pressure field near the leading edge of the wing without (left) and with (right) vortex generator. 
Indeed, one can see on this picture that the depression was higher in the case involving the vortex 
generator vane than for the reference case.

a)           b)     

Illustration 56: Pressure field near the leading edge of the wing a) without vortex generator and b) with vortex  
generator.

III.1.5.5  Force Coefficient Improvement

But finally, the most important part of the results was the lift and drag coefficient change. The next 
chart shows, from the left to the right, the simulated lift curve, drag curve, and polar of the wing 
alone (lines) and with vortex generators (bullets).
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Illustration 57: Lift curve, drag curve and polar with and without vortex generators according to the fully gridded  
mesh study.

One can notice that the benefit from the vortex generators increased slowly with the angle of attack 
until 15º, and then “collapsed”, making even the lift coefficient slightly worst than for the case of 
the  wing  alone.  One  can  also  see  that,  according  to  the  previous  chart,  the  vortex  generator 
presence  increased  a  bit  the  drag  of  the  wing.  This  didn't  fit  with  the  conclusion  of  some 
academical researches but, anyway, this results didn't sound completely illogical, since it is evident 
that vortex generator vanes provoke some drag.
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III Validation of Vortex Generator Model with Edge - The 3D Fully Gridded Mesh Study

III.1.5.6  Comparison with Experimental Data

But a surprising aspect of these results was that they didn't fit at all with the experimental data from 
the NASA report, as visible in the next chart.
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Illustration 58: Comparison between the lift curves obtained thanks to the fully gridded mesh case and from the 
experimental data.

Indeed, one can notice that, if the wing behavior without vortex generator was quiet well simulated 
before stalling, the effect of vortex generators presence was rather bad reproduced thanks to the 
fully gridded mesh study. This can be due to different reasons, even if the difference between the 
CFD results and the experimental data was unbelievably high.

But anyway, this difference wasn't an obstacle to the validation of the vortex generator models, 
since the reference value was the data obtained thanks to the fully gridded mesh itself, and not the 
experimental  data.  That's  why  the  exact  reason  of  this  divergence  between  the  CFD  and  the 
experimental data was not investigated further.

III.2  Validation of Vortex Generator Models
Then, on the basis of this first CFD study started the validation of the vortex generator models in 
Edge. The first model validated was obviously the jBAY model, because it was the more accurate 
model. So, it was first interesting to know the best results one could expected from this model. 
Then, the RANS model was tested to see how less its efficiency was compared to the jBAY model.

III.2.1  The jBAY Model Validation

To validate the jBAY model, exactly the same case than for the 3D calculation of the wing without 
vortex generator was used excepted that the jBAY model was activated.

III.2.1.1  A Good Convergence

First, the use of the jBAY model led to a very good convergence, as visible in the next chart giving 
the history of the residuals and force coefficients during the calculations associated with an angle 
of attack of 15º and using this model.
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Illustration 59: Residual and force coefficient history during the computation involving the jBAY model (for 15º of  
angle of attack).

As for each case of this study, the iterations were stopped after around 25,000 iteration to compare 
results with almost the same computation time degree.

III.2.1.2  An Excellent Flow Behavior Simulation

Second, the post-processing revealed the incredibly high ability of the jBAY model to reproduce 
the behavior of the flow. The next picture shows streamlines from the jBAY model case (black 
lines)  compared with the  fully  gridded mesh case  (gray lines).  One can remark the  very high 
similitude between these two sets of streamlines.

a)     

b)     
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c)     

Illustration 60: Streamlines around the wing according to the fully gridded mesh case (gray lines) and the jBAY model  
case (black lines) with an angle of attack of 15º. a) Global view. b) Zoom close to the vane. c) Zoom near the trailing  

edge of the wing.

III.2.1.3  A Good Pressure and Velocity Field Reproduction

And, as expected, the pressure and the velocity fields were also very similar between the fully 
gridded mesh case and the jBAY model case, as visible in the next picture comparing these two 
cases with the one without vortex generators for an angle of attack of 15º.

a)     

b)     

c)     

Illustration 61: Velocity field around the wing with an angle of attack of 15º according to the a) fully gridded mesh case 
; b) jBAY model case ; c) reference case (without vortex generator).

The pressure field was, in the same way, identical to the field from the fully gridded mesh case.
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The jBAY Model Validation

III.2.1.4  An Ultra-Precise Force Coefficient 

Finally, the jBAY model permitted to very well reproduce the force coefficient curves. The next 
chart shows the lift and drag coefficient curves from the fully gridded mesh case (continuous lines) 
and from the jBAY model case (bullets).
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Illustration 62: Comparison between the lift and drag coefficient curves obtained thanks to the fully gridded mesh case  
and the jBAY model case.

One can see that the jBAY simulated very well the vortex generator presence, the worse result 
being for 20º of angle of attack, as visible in the next chart giving the percentage of error caused by 
the jBAY model on the lift and drag coefficients.
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Illustration 63: Error on the force coefficient due to the jBAY model.

Let's keep in mind that the jBAY model offered its better performance for the angles of attack of 
10º and 15º (about 0.016% and 0.026% of error respectively for the lift coefficient!), that is when 
the exactitude of the vortex generator efficiency needs to be the best simulated. Lets remember also 
that the worse error  after stalling  was about 3.5% for the drag force and 1.6% for the lift force, 
which is also very acceptable.

In conclusion, one can be staggering by the efficiency of the jBAY model,  which can be used 
without any fear of loosing information compared with a case using a fully gridded mesh.
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III.2.2  The RANS Model Test

Then, the very efficient jBAY model was compared with the RANS model. As seen in the first part 
of this section, the RANS model is less accurate than the jBAY model. However, this model is 
implemented  also for  2D calculations  in  Edge.  The question  was  then  to  estimate  the  loss  of  
precision resulting of the use of the RANS model so as to be able to know the cost of the reduction  
of computation time permitted by a 2D computation.

The RANS model demanding the user to impose some arbitrary parameters, the values of these 
parameters were let by default.

III.2.2.1  A Good Convergence Excepted for the Turbulence Model Equation

So, it was seen that, first of all, the convergence using the RANS model was rather good excepted 
for the  equation, this variable being involved in the Spalart-Allmaras turbulent viscosity model, 
as visible in the next chart giving the residual and force coefficient history from the calculation 
associated with an angle of attack of 15º and using this model.

Illustration 64: Residual and force coefficient history during the computation involving the RANS model (for 15º of  
angle of attack).

This bad convergence can be related to the fact that the Spalart-Allmaras turbulent model is used to 
calculate the Reynold stress which is also modified by the  RANS model, as seen in the chapter 
II.2.3.3, page 29.
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The RANS Model Test

III.2.2.2  No Explicit Vortex Simulation

Second, is was also confirmed that,  as already said,  the vortexes were not explicitly simulated 
using the RANS model,  as they are considered to be fluctuating velocity.  In consequence,  the 
behavior of the flow couldn't be explicitly visualized during post-processing, as visible in the next 
chart giving streamlines around the wing from the RANS model case (black lines) compared with 
the fully gridded mesh case (gray lines).

a) 

b) 

c) 

Illustration 65: Streamlines around the wing according to the fully gridded mesh case (gray lines) and the RANS model  
case (black lines) with an angle of attack of 15º. a) Global view. b) Zoom close to the vane. c) Zoom near the trailing  

edge of the wing.

One can especially notice that the streamlines went too much straight at the trailing edge position.

III.2.2.3  Unfaithful Pressure and Velocity Fields

Moreover, the pressure fields and, especially, the velocity fields were very different from the fully 
gridded mesh case, as visible in the next picture comparing these two cases with the one without 
vortex generators for an angle of attack of 15º.
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a)     

b)     

c)     

Illustration 66: Velocity field around the wing with an angle of attack of 15º according to the a) fully gridded mesh case  
; b) RANS model case ; c) reference case without vortex generator.

III.2.2.4  Bad Force Coefficients

Finally, the evident consequence of all of this was that the force coefficients couldn't be right. The 
next chart shows the lift and drag curves using the fully gridded mesh (continuous lines) and the 
RANS model (bullets).
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Illustration 67: Comparison between the lift and drag coefficient curves obtained thanks to the fully gridded mesh case  
and the RANS model case.
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The RANS Model Test

One can then see that the RANS model gave too much optimistic results. As visible in the next 
chart, the error for the angle of attack of 15º was of around 7% for the lift, and almost 6% for the  
drag, which began to be non negligible.
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Illustration 68: Error on the force coefficient due to the RANS model.

But above all, the results showed the inability of the RANS model to recreate the “collapse” of the 
vortex generator efficiency after 15º of angle of attack. This is very wrong because, by this way, the 
stalling angle of attack of the wing fitted with vortex generators wasn't reproduced.

In conclusion, concerning the RANS model efficiency, one can see that this model, admittedly, can 
assess a certain modification of the lift and drag of wings due to the presence of vortex generators,  
but doesn't give good estimation of this lift and drag modifications, being too much optimistic and 
not reproducing the global evolution of the force coefficient with the angle of attack.

One can object that the RANS model could give better results if the arbitrary parameters that the 
user inputs were better adapted to the present case. However, it is definitely impossible to know, 
without comparison with a fully gridded mesh study, how to calibrated these parameters (like the 
radius of the vortex cores seen in the chapter II.2.3.3 page 29). In addition, according to the present 
study, it is impossible to say in what proportion the RANS model could give better results. And, 
this calibration would be very time-consuming. All of this makes the RANS model a model to 
avoid if possible, or to use only for very preliminary studies.
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Conclusion

So, this validation study had two advantages according to the Institute's point of view. First, to fully 
validate the use of the jBAY model and to comprehend how it works. Second, to be aware about the 
limitations  of  the  RANS  model  although  its  apparent  advantage  and  to  know  why  it  is  so 
approximative.  The next  step was then to  use  the  jBAY model  into  concrete  vortex  generator 
studies.

According to my personal point of view, this study permitted to discover the incredible power of 
vortex generators and to enter the world of CFD research, so as to see how meticulous any CFD 
engineer has to be in any situations. Indeed, even if  the jBAY model shown very good results 
according  to  several  publications,  the  Institute  wanted  to  check  it  in  an  internal  study  before 
everything. This was the occasion to very well compare this model with the RANS model and to 
detect the problem occurring during the meshing step with its commercial meshing software: Icem 
CFD. This also permitted to overcome this problem and to be fully ready for an immediate use of 
the jBAY model in Edge in the case of a client's request.

That said, other minor problems were encountered during this study, even if they wasn't mentioned 
in the body of this document, as bad convergence for 2D calculations at its beginning, and which 
were solved by different members of the Aerodynamic Department's team. Also, efforts from this 
team permitted to dedicate to this study three times more computing power than planed, allowing 
to finish it in time. So, the success of this study was only possible by working in harmony with the 
rest  of  the  Aerodynamic  Department's  team,  of  which  each member  had ones  own skills  and 
specialization (computer scientist,  software developer,  aerodynamicist,  etc.),  and each of which 
contributed to its achievement. Fortunately, I could give back to this team a very good contribution, 
by developing user oriented tools which permitted its members to enter the universe of scientific 
work  using  open  softwares,  thanks  to  a  successful  combination  of  my  skills  in  CFD  and  in 
programming. 

Besides, this experience was the occasion to reinforce again links between the two aeronautical 
countries that are France and Czech Republic,  showing how French students can work and be 
involved in their professional activity, and confirming that Czech Republic is a country having a 
great  tradition  and  knowledge  in  aeronautics.  Taking  under  consideration  the  wonderful 
architectural  heritage of  Prague and of  the other  Czech towns,  as  well  as  the beautiful  nature 
present in Czech Republic, one can only conclude that this country is one of the most interesting 
country for any student in aeronautics wanting to make a fulfilling foreign professional experience, 
to meet kind people, to take beautiful photos and to breath in clean air.

So, according to my experience in this Institute, which seems to have a very bright future, thanks to 
the know-how, the qualification of its employees, its good ambiance, and despite its means are 
maybe a bit limited, I can only recommend to every students from my school to make one's final 
internship here, being persuaded that I opened a solid and durable attachment between it and the 
Institut Polytechnique des Sciences Avancées.
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Annex 1 - Octave Script to Make Easier the Calculation of 
Polars with Edge (Version 5.1.0)

The following program permits to strongly automate the calculation of polars with Edge using the 
Octave90 language. For more information, read the commentary at the beginning of this code. To be 
used, it can be copied and saved under the name “pcwe.m” or download from:

https://rapidshare.com/files/1182123237/pcwe.m (in September 2011).

defaultVelocity=50.000000; 
defaultMinAngleOfAttack=0.000000; 
defaultMaxAngleOfAttack=20.000000; 
defaultAngleStep=2.000000; 
defaultNumberOfServers=1; 
defaultServerName='dell2'; 

numberOfDefaultVariables=6; 

# POLAR CALCULATION WITH EDGE 
# =========================== 
# 
# This program uses octave. 
# 
# DESCRIPTION 
# ----------- 
# 
# This program modifies the velocity components in an 'Edge.ainp' file, 
# executes Edge and stores the results (Edge.bout, Post_Edge.bout and an 
# Engold case) in separated folders (called 'Aoa*', with * equal to the 
# angle of attack). 
# 
# In addition, it writes a 'forces.log' file where are stored the values 
# of the forces and coefficients of all the calculated cases, 
# successively found at the end of the 'Edge.log' file. 

# LAUNCH 
# ------ 
# 
# To launch this program, just copy it into the folder where are the Edge 
# files and type: 
# 
# octave pcwe.m 
# 
# Another way is to "install" this program so that it can be executed from 
# everywhere without copying it into folders. To do so, place it into a 
# folder (e.g. ~/scripts), and create an executable bash script launching 
# it, e.g.: 
# 
# 'pol' 
#  _____________________________ 
# |#!/bin/bash                  | 
# |octave $HOME/scripts/pcwe.m  | 
# |                             | 
# |                             | 
# |_____________________________| 
# 
# Then, after exporting this folder into the $PATH: 
# 
# export PATH=$HOME/scripts/:$PATH 
# 
# the user can just type the command: 
# 
# pol 
# 
# everywhere to launch the pcwe.m program with octave. 
# 
# Note: In this case, the default values won't be saved after each 
# execution of this program. 

# NECESSARY FILES 
# --------------- 
# 
# The minimum files necessary to execute this program are: 
# 
# * a 'Edge.bmsh' file, 
# * a 'Edge.ainp' file, 
# * a 'Edge.aboc' file, 
# * a 'Edge.bedg' file or several 'Edge.bedg_p*' files. 
# 
# In the case of a parallel calculation, if the file 'machines' doesn't 
# exists, this program will generate it with the help of the user. 
# 

90 Website of Octave: http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/ (in September 2011).
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# Note: After each execution of this program, all the files resulting 
# from the last calculation will be leaved into the main folder. 
# On the contrary, before each new polar calculation, this program will 
# delete files from earlier calculation (*.bout, Edge.bres, etc.) to 
# check, after executing Edge, that these files were well generated. 

# DEFAULT VALUES 
# -------------- 
# 
# If pcwe.m is launch directly from its folder, the default values will 
# be saved after each of its execution, so that the entered values 
# (Velocity, Angles of attack, etc.) become the default values of the 
# following execution. 

# INPRES 
# ------ 
# 
# If INPRES=2 in the 'Edge.ainp' file, the program will continue the 
# calculation in each folder. If a folder doesn't already exist, INPRES 
# will be forced to 0 for the concerned calculation, then become again 
# equal to 2 thereafter. 

# PARAMETERS FILE 
# --------------- 
# 
# It is possible to create a file called 'parameters' which contains the 
# values of velocity, min and max angles, and angle step. 
# 
# For example: 
# 
# 'parameters' 
#  ____________ 
# |30          | 
# |0           | 
# |15          | 
# |3           | 
# |            | 
# |            | 
# |____________| 
# 
# means: 
# 
# * Velocity = 30 m/s 
# * Min angle of attack = 0 degrees, 
# * Max angle of attack = 15 degrees, 
# * Angle step = 3 degrees. 
# 
# In addition, with such files, the user can specify one or several 
# parameters to modify in the Edge.ainp file. To do so, the user just 
# has to specify the name of parameters to modify followed by their 
# value, e.g.: 
# 
# 'parameters' 
#  ____________ 
# |30          | 
# |0           | 
# |15          | 
# |3           | 
# |VIS2        | <-- parameter's name = VIS2 
# |0.01        | <-- VIS2's value = 0.01 
# |IDCLP       | <-- parameter's name = IDCLP 
# |0.0 1.0 0.0 | <-- IDCLP's value = 0.0 1.0 0.0 
# |____________| 

# ENJOY ! 
# ------- 

disp(" _____________________________"); 
disp("|                             |"); 
disp("| Polar Calculation With Edge |  V.Z.L.U."); 
disp("|_____________________________|"); 
disp(" "); 

normalTermination=0; 
execute=1; 
stop=0; 
while execute==1 

 
#CHECKING FILES 
disp("1) Verify if files exist:"); 
##EDGE.BMSH 
fileName="Edge.bmsh"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
if file==-1 

disp(sprintf(" [X] '%s' doesn't exist!",fileName)); 
break; 

else 
disp(sprintf(" [v] '%s' found.",fileName)); 
fclose(file); 

endif 
##EDGE.AINP 
fileName="Edge.ainp"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
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if file==-1 
disp(sprintf(" [X] '%s' doesn't exist!",fileName)); 
break; 

else 
disp(sprintf(" [v] '%s' found.",fileName)); 
#READING EDGE.AINP 
inpresR=0; 
npartR=0; 
line=fgets(file); 
while line!=-1 

if inpresR==1 
splittedLine=cellstr(split(line," ")); 
inpres=str2num(splittedLine{1}); 
inpresR=-1; 
for i=0:1:4000 

fgets(file); 
endfor 

endif 
if npartR==1 

splittedLine=cellstr(split(line," ")); 
npart=str2num(splittedLine{1}); 
npartR=-1; 

endif 
if findstr("INPRES,I",line) 

inpresR=1; 
endif 
if findstr("NPART,I",line) 

npartR=1; 
endif 
line=fgets(file); 

endwhile 
if inpres==0 

disp(sprintf(" - inpres: 0 => The calculation will start from 
scratch.")); 

elseif inpres==2 
disp(sprintf(" - inpres: 2 => The calculation will start from the 

previous results if possible.",inpres)); 
else 

disp(sprintf(" (!) Inpres is neither equal to 0 nor 2!")); 
break; 

endif 
disp(sprintf(" - npart: %i",npart)); 
fclose(file); 

endif 
##EDGE.ABOC 
fileName="Edge.aboc"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
if file==-1 

disp(sprintf(" [X] '%s' doesn't exist! => Execute 'bound' and 'preprocessor' then 
try again.",fileName)); 

else 
disp(sprintf(" [v] '%s' found.",fileName)); 
fclose(file); 

endif 
##EDGE.BEDG 
fileName="Edge.bedg"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
if file==-1 

for n=1:1:npart 
fileName=sprintf("Edge.bedg_p%d",n); 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
if file==-1 

disp(sprintf(" [X] No or not enough 'Edge.bedg_p*' file found! => 
Execute 'preprocessors' then try again.")); 

stop=1; 
endif 

endfor 
if stop==1 

break; 
else 

disp(sprintf(" [v] All 'Edge.bedg_p*' found.",fileName)); 
endif 
stop=0; 

else 
disp(sprintf(" [v] '%s' found.",fileName)); 
fclose(file); 

endif 
##MACHINES 
if npart>1 

totalNumberOfProcessors=0; 
fileName="machines"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
if file==-1 

disp(sprintf(" [X] '%s' doesn't exist! => Creating new one.",fileName)); 
#WRITING MACHINES MANUALLY 
numberOfServers=input(sprintf(" {?} Number of server? (default: 

%i) ",defaultNumberOfServers)); 
if whos("numberOfServers").size==[0,0] 

numberOfServers=defaultNumberOfServers; 
endif 
defaultNumberOfServers=numberOfServers; 
for n=1:1:numberOfServers 

serverName=input(sprintf(" {?} Name of the server number %i 
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? (default: '%s') ",n,defaultServerName)); 
if whos("serverName").size==[0,0] 

serverName=defaultServerName; 
endif 
numberOfProcessors=input(sprintf(" {?} Number of 

processors for this server ? (default: %i) ",npart)); 
if whos("numberOfProcessors").size==[0,0] 

numberOfProcessors=npart; 
endif 
machines=fopen("machines","a"); 
fprintf(machines,"%s:%d\n",serverName,numberOfProcessors); 
fclose(machines); 
totalNumberOfProcessors+=numberOfProcessors; 

endfor 
else 

disp(sprintf(" [v] '%s' found.",fileName)); 
#CHECKING NUMBER OF PROCESSORS 
##NUMBER OF SERVERS DETERMINATION 
line=fgets(file); 
lenght=0; 
while whos("line").size(2)>=3 

line=fgets(file); 
lenght+=1; 

endwhile 
numberOfServers=lenght; 
fclose(file); 
##NUMBER OF PROCESSORS DETERMINATION 
fileName="machines"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
for n=1:1:numberOfServers 

line=fgets(file); 
splittedLine=cellstr(split(line,":")); 
serverName=splittedLine{1}; 
disp(sprintf(" - server number %i: '%s'",n,serverName)); 
totalNumberOfProcessors+=str2num(splittedLine{2}); 

endfor 
disp(sprintf(" - total number of processors: 

%i",totalNumberOfProcessors)); 
fclose(file); 

endif 
if totalNumberOfProcessors<npart 

disp(sprintf(" (!) Total number of processors inferior to npart!")); 
break; 

endif 
defaultServerName=serverName; 

endif 
#POLAR SETTING 
disp("_____________________________"); 
disp("2) Set the calculation parameters:") 
#VERIFIYING IF PARAMETERS EXITS 
parametersExists=0; 
numberOfExtraParameters=0; 
extraParameters=''; 
fileName="parameters"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
if file==-1 

 
else 

#READING PARAMETERS 
disp(" 'parameters' found ! => Edge will be launch automatically."); 
##EXTRA PARAMETERS DETERMINATION 
###NUMBER OF EXTRA PARAMETERS DETERMINATION 
line=fgets(file); 
lenght=0; 
while whos("line").size(2)>1 

line=fgets(file); 
lenght+=1; 

endwhile 
numberOfExtraParameters=(lenght-4)/2; 
fclose(file); 
###EXTRA PARAMETERS DETERMINATION 
fileName="parameters"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
velocity=str2num(fgets(file)); 
minAngleOfAttack=str2num(fgets(file)); 
maxAngleOfAttack=str2num(fgets(file)); 
angleStep=str2num(fgets(file)); 
if numberOfExtraParameters>0 

for n=1:1:numberOfExtraParameters*2 
extraParameters=strcat(extraParameters,fgets(file)); 

endfor 
extraParameters=cellstr(split(extraParameters,"\n")); 
for n=1:2:numberOfExtraParameters*2-1 

disp(sprintf(" - %s: 
%s",extraParameters{n},extraParameters{n+1})); 

endfor 
endif 
fclose(file); 
parametersExists=1; 

endif 
#ASKING PARAMETERS 
if parametersExists==0; 

velocity=input(sprintf(" {?} Velocity (m/s)? (default: %f) ",defaultVelocity)); 
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if whos("velocity").size==[0,0] 
velocity=defaultVelocity; 

endif 
minAngleOfAttack=input(sprintf(" {?} Minimum angle of Attack (degrees)? 

(default: %f) ",defaultMinAngleOfAttack)); 
if whos("minAngleOfAttack").size==[0,0] 

minAngleOfAttack=defaultMinAngleOfAttack; 
endif 
maxAngleOfAttack=input(sprintf(" {?} Maximum angle of Attack (degrees)? 

(default: %f) ",defaultMaxAngleOfAttack)); 
if whos("maxAngleOfAttack").size==[0,0] 

maxAngleOfAttack=defaultMaxAngleOfAttack; 
endif 
angleStep=input(sprintf(" {?} Angle step between two calculations (degrees)? 

(default: %f) ",defaultAngleStep)); 
if whos("angleStep").size==[0,0] 

angleStep=defaultAngleStep; 
endif 

endif 
#SUM UP 
disp("_____________________________"); 
disp("3) Check inputs and launch:"); 
disp(sprintf(" * Free stream velocity: %f m/s.",velocity)); 
disp(sprintf(" * Min angle of attack: %f degree(s)",minAngleOfAttack)); 
disp(sprintf(" * Max angle of attack: %f degree(s)",maxAngleOfAttack)); 
disp(sprintf(" * Angle step: %f degree(s).",angleStep)); 
if parametersExists==0 

input("-PRESS [RETURN] TO CONTINUE-"); 
endif 
#REWRITING THIS FILE 
##CHECKING IF PCWE.M EXITS 
fileName="pcwe.m"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
if file==-1 
else 

fclose(file); 
#REWRITING PCWE.M 
tempFile=fopen(".pcwe.m","w"); 
thisFile=fopen("pcwe.m","r"); 
fprintf(tempFile,"defaultVelocity=%f;\n",velocity); 
fprintf(tempFile,"defaultMinAngleOfAttack=%f;\n",minAngleOfAttack); 
fprintf(tempFile,"defaultMaxAngleOfAttack=%f;\n",maxAngleOfAttack); 
fprintf(tempFile,"defaultAngleStep=%f;\n",angleStep); 
fprintf(tempFile,"defaultNumberOfServers=%i;\n",defaultNumberOfServers); 
fprintf(tempFile,"defaultServerName='%s';\n",defaultServerName); 
line=fgets(thisFile); 
lineNumber=1; 
while line!=-1 

if lineNumber>numberOfDefaultVariables 
fprintf(tempFile,"%s",line); 

endif 
line=fgets(thisFile); 
lineNumber+=1; 

endwhile 
fclose(tempFile); 
fclose(thisFile); 
system(sprintf("mv .pcwe.m pcwe.m")); 

endif 
#POLAR CALCULATION 
disp("_____________________________"); 
disp("4) Polar calculation:"); 
##INITIALIZING FORCE.LOG 
forceFile=fopen("forces.log","a"); 
fprintf(forceFile,"%s",ctime(time())) 
fprintf(forceFile,"Aoa Fl Fd Cl Cd\n"); 
fclose(forceFile); 
for angleOfAttack=minAngleOfAttack:angleStep:maxAngleOfAttack 

#DELETING FILES 
##EDGE.BOUT 
fileName="Edge.bout"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
if file!=-1 

fclose(file); 
system(sprintf("rm %s",fileName)); 

endif 
##POST_EDGE.BOUT 
fileName="Post_Edge.bout"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
if file!=-1 

fclose(file); 
system(sprintf("rm %s",fileName)); 

endif 
##EDGE.LOG 
fileName="Edge.log"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
if file!=-1 

fclose(file); 
system(sprintf("rm %s",fileName)); 

endif 
##EDGE.BRES 
fileName="Edge.bres"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
if file!=-1 
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fclose(file); 
system(sprintf("rm %s",fileName)); 

endif 
##LOG.LOG 
fileName="log.log"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
if file!=-1 

fclose(file); 
system(sprintf("rm %s",fileName)); 

endif 
forceInpres=0; 
if inpres==2 

#COPYING EDGE.BOUT 
##EDGE.BOUT 
fileName="Edge.bout"; 
filePath=sprintf("Aoa%f/%s",angleOfAttack,fileName); 
file=fopen(filePath,"r"); 
if file==-1 

disp(sprintf(" (!) '%s' doesn't exist! => Starting from scratch for 
this case only.",filePath)); 

forceInpres=1; 
else 

fclose(file); 
system(sprintf("cp %s ./",filePath)); 
##EDGE.BRES 
fileName="Edge.bres"; 
filePath=sprintf("Aoa%f/%s",angleOfAttack,fileName); 
file=fopen(filePath,"r"); 
if file==-1 
disp(sprintf(" (!) '%s' doesn't exist! => Creating new 

Edge.bres.",filePath)); 
else 

fclose(file); 
system(sprintf("cp %s ./",filePath)); 

endif 
endif 

endif 
if inpres==0||forceInpres==1 

#CREATING SOLUTION FOLDER 
system(sprintf("mkdir Aoa%f",angleOfAttack)); 
 

endif 
#FREESTREAM CALCULATION 
angleOfAttackInRadians=angleOfAttack*pi/180; 
ufree=velocity*cos(angleOfAttackInRadians); 
vfree=velocity*sin(angleOfAttackInRadians); 
Dx=cos(angleOfAttackInRadians); 
Dy=sin(angleOfAttackInRadians); 
Lx=-sin(angleOfAttackInRadians); 
Ly=cos(angleOfAttackInRadians); 
#REWRITING INPUT FILE 
disp(sprintf(" Rewriting Edge.ainp...")); 
originalInputFile=fopen("Edge.ainp","r"); 
newInputFile=fopen(".Edge.ainp","w"); 
writeUfree=0; 
writeVfree=0; 
writeIdclp=0; 
writeIdcdp=0; 
writeItmax=0; 
writeInpres=0; 
writeExtraParameter=0; 
line=fgets(originalInputFile); 
while line!=-1 

#PRINTING FILE 
if writeUfree==1 

fprintf(newInputFile,"%f\n",ufree); 
writeUfree=-1; 

elseif writeVfree==1 
fprintf(newInputFile,"%f\n",vfree); 
writeVfree=-1; 

elseif writeIdclp==1 
fprintf(newInputFile,"%f %f 0\n",Lx,Ly); 
writeIdclp=-1; 

elseif writeIdcdp==1 
fprintf(newInputFile,"%f %f 0\n",Dx,Dy); 
writeIdcdp=-1; 

elseif writeInpres==1 
if inpres==0||forceInpres==1 

fprintf(newInputFile,"0\n"); 
elseif inpres==2 

fprintf(newInputFile,"2\n"); 
endif 
writeInpres=-1; 

elseif writeExtraParameter!=0 
fprintf(newInputFile,"%s\n",extraParameters{writeExtraParameter+1}); 
writeExtraParameter=0; 

else 
fprintf (newInputFile,line); 

endif 
#READING FILE 
if findstr("UFREE,R",line)&&writeUfree==0 

writeUfree=1; 
elseif findstr("VFREE,R",line) 
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writeVfree=1; 
elseif findstr("IDCLP,R",line) 

writeIdclp=1; 
elseif findstr("IDCDP,R",line) 

writeIdcdp=1; 
elseif findstr("INPRES,I",line) 

writeInpres=1; 
endif 
if numberOfExtraParameters>0 

for n=1:2:numberOfExtraParameters*2-1 
if findstr(strcat(extraParameters{n},","),line) 

writeExtraParameter=n; 
endif 

endfor 
endif 
line=fgets(originalInputFile); 

endwhile 
fclose(originalInputFile); 
fclose(newInputFile); 
system(sprintf("mv .Edge.ainp Edge.ainp")); 
system(sprintf("cp Edge.ainp Aoa%f/",angleOfAttack)); 
#RUNNING EDGE 
system("fixRhosts"); 
disp(sprintf(" -#- CALCULATION FOR %f DEGREE(S) STARTS HERE 

-#-\n\n\n",angleOfAttack)); 
if npart>1 

system(sprintf("edge_mpi_run Edge.ainp machines %d > log.log",npart)); 
else 

system(sprintf("edge_run Edge.ainp > log.log")); 
endif 
#CHECKING IF FILES EXIST 
##EDGE.BOUT 
fileName="Edge.bout"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
if file==-1 

disp(sprintf(" (!) '%s' wasn't generated!",fileName)); 
stop=1; 
break; 

else 
fclose(file); 

endif 
##POST_EDGE.BOUT 
postEdgeIgnored=0; 
fileName="Post_Edge.bout"; 
file=fopen(fileName,"r"); 
if file==-1 

disp(sprintf(" (!) '%s' wasn't generated! => This file won't be 
converted.",fileName)); 

postEdgeIgnored=1; 
else 

fclose(file); 
endif 
#CONVERTING FILES 
system(sprintf("ffa2engold Edge.bmsh Edge.bout case")); 
if postEdgeIgnored==0 

system(sprintf("ffa2engold Edge.bmsh Post_Edge.bout post_case")); 
endif 
#WRITING FORCE.LOG 
##READING EDGE.LOG 
logFile=fopen("Edge.log","r"); 
line=fgets(logFile); 
while line!=-1 

if findstr("Total:",line) 
fgets(logFile); 
forceLine=fgets(logFile); 
fgets(logFile); 
coefficientLine=fgets(logFile); 

endif 
line=fgets(logFile); 

endwhile 
fclose(logFile); 
##ISOLATING FORCES 
splittedLine=cellstr(split(forceLine," ")); 
searchProgression=0; 
i=1; 
while searchProgression!=3 

lineTest=splittedLine{i}; 
if whos("lineTest").size!=[0,0] 

searchProgression+=1; 
endif 
if searchProgression==1 

fl=splittedLine{i}; 
searchProgression=2; 

endif 
if searchProgression==3 

fd=splittedLine{i}; 
endif 
i+=1; 

endwhile 
##ISOLATING COEFFICIENTS 
splittedLine=cellstr(split(coefficientLine," ")); 
searchProgression=0; 
i=1; 
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while searchProgression!=3 
lineTest=splittedLine{i}; 
if whos("lineTest").size!=[0,0] 

searchProgression+=1; 
endif 
if searchProgression==1 

cl=splittedLine{i}; 
searchProgression=2; 

endif 
if searchProgression==3 

cd=splittedLine{i}; 
endif 
i+=1; 

endwhile 
##WRITING FORCES.LOG 
forceFile=fopen("forces.log","a"); 
fprintf(forceFile,"%f %s %s %s %s\n",angleOfAttack,fl,fd,cl,cd); 
fclose(forceFile); 
#SORTING FILES 
system(sprintf("cp Edge.bout Aoa%f/",angleOfAttack)); 
system(sprintf("cp Post_Edge.bout Aoa%f/",angleOfAttack)); 
system(sprintf("cp Edge.log Aoa%f/",angleOfAttack)); 
system(sprintf("cp log.log Aoa%f/",angleOfAttack)); 
system(sprintf("cp Edge.bres Aoa%f/",angleOfAttack)); 
system(sprintf("mv case* Aoa%f/",angleOfAttack)); 
if postEdgeIgnored==0 

system(sprintf("mv post_case* Aoa%f/",angleOfAttack)); 
endif 

endfor 
if stop==1 

break; 
endif 
 
disp(" "); 
disp(" ________________"); 
disp("|                |"); 
disp("| End of program |"); 
disp("|________________|"); 
disp(" "); 
 
normalTermination=1; 
execute=0; 

endwhile 

if normalTermination==0 
disp(" "); 
disp("*******************************************"); 
disp("* The program stopped because of an error *"); 
disp("*******************************************"); 
disp(" "); 

endif
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This annex gives a Python script for Salome, defining six helpful functions that can be utilized in 
the  context  of  the  use  of  Edge.  To use it,  one  can copy and save this  code  into a  file  called 
“vzlu.py”. Be careful: the indentation in Python is very important. This file can also be download 
from:

https://rapidshare.com/files/4063353391/vzlu.py (in September 2011).

Notice that a document giving more information of the use of this script, “How to Use vzlu.py in 
Salome to Study Vortex Generator with Edge”, is available from:

http://www.fichier-pdf.fr/2011/09/10/how-to-use-vzlu-py-in-salome-to-study-vortex-generators-
with-edge/how-to-use-vzlu-py-in-salome-to-study-vortex-generators-with-edge.pdf (in September 
2011).

# +++++++++++
# + VZLU.PY +
# +++++++++++
# 
# * This program provides 6 functions to be used in the Python console of 
# Salome.
# 
# * To use them, import this file into Salome using [Ctrl]+[T].
# 
# * Beyond these 6 functions, 2 functions help to create prismatic layers:
# - edge() : Transforms a wire (an object containing several edges) into 
#   a single edge.
# - pl() : Constructs prismatic layer geometries around a wire 
#   representing a wing airfoil.
# 
# 3 functions allow to generate automatically a jBAY input file for Edge:
# - pov() : Creates a pair of vanes from a single vane.
# - pow() : Projects an object containing vanes on a wing following the y 
#   axis.
# - jbay() : Generated a jBAY file to be used in Edge.
# 
# 1 function permits to export meshes into a file to be used in Edge.
# - amsh()
# 
# * After the import of this file in Salome, it is possible to have a 
# complete description of each function by typing: help(<function name>)
# e.g. help(amsh)
# 
# * Remember that in Python:
# - Basically, the user should give all the arguments of a function in 
#   the same order as in its declaration.
#   e.g. if a function's declaration is: function1(arg1,arg2,arg3)
#   then a good use of this function could be: function1(10,20,30)
# 
# - But, if an argument has already a default value in the function's 
#   declaration, this argument is optional.
#   e.g. if a function's declaration is: function1(arg1,arg2=20)
#   then a good use of this function could be: function1(10)
# 
# - In addition, the order of arguments is not important if the user 
#   mentions their label (name).
#   e.g. if a function's declaration is: function1(arg1,arg2)
#   then a good use of this function could be: function1(arg2=20,arg1=10)
# 
# - The user can first begin to give arguments in the declaration order, 
#   then use labels for the last ones.
#   e.g. if function's declaration: function1(arg1,arg2=20,arg3=30)
#   then a good use of this function could be: function1(10,arg3=30)

def separator():
print "\n________________________________________________"
return 0

def false():
return "[X]"

def true():
return "[v]"

def bullet(typeOfBullet=1):
if typeOfBullet==1:

return "-"
elif typeOfBullet==2:

return "*"

def stopMessage(moduleName,commandName):
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print "\n###[ Stop because of a problem! ]###\n"
print "(Before going further, please check you already loaded the %s module of Salome.)"%

(moduleName)
print "(To know more about the %s() command, please type 'help(%s)' in the python 

console.)"%(commandName,commandName)
return 0

def add(elements,name="element",fatherName="result",show=False,nbElements=0):
import geompy
try:

father=salome.myStudy.FindObject(fatherName).GetObject()
except AttributeError:

father=geompy.MakeCompound(())
id=geompy.addToStudy(father,fatherName)

gg=salome.ImportComponentGUI("GEOM")
try:

if nbElements==0:
nbElements=len(elements)

for n in range(nbElements):
element=elements[n]
finalName=name+str(n)
id=geompy.addToStudyInFather(father,element,finalName)
if show==True:

gg.createAndDisplayGO(id)
except AttributeError:

id=geompy.addToStudyInFather(father,elements,name)
if show==True:

gg.createAndDisplayGO(id)

def powerOfTen(figure):
figure*=1.0
n=0
if figure!=0:

if abs(figure)<1:
while abs(figure)<1:

figure*=10
n-=1

if abs(figure)>=10:
while abs(figure)>=10:

figure/=10
n+=1

return figure,n

def writeInColumns(file,table,nbColumns,nbIdentationSpaces,nbSpaces=6):
n=0
for element in table:

if n%nbColumns==0:
for s in range(nbIdentationSpaces):

file.write(" ")
else:

for s in range(nbSpaces):
file.write(" ")

if type(element)==type('string'):
file.write("%s"%(element))

elif type(element)==type(1.0):
file.write("%.16f"%(element))

elif type(element)==type(1):
file.write("%i"%(element))

if (n+1)%nbColumns==0 or n==len(table)-1:
file.write("\n")

n+=1

def jbay(vanesName="Compound_1",wingName="Extrusion_1",fileName="Edge.avg",tolerance=1e-
3,detail=False):

"""
Description:

Generate a jBAY file readable by Edge from an object containing vane(s).

Examples:
- jbay() = Generates a jBAY file from the vanes contained in the object 'Compound_1' 

and the face object representing the wing 'Extrusion_1'.
- jbay("vanes","wing") = Generates a jBAY file from the vanes contained in the 

object 'vanes' and the face object representing the wing 'wing'.

Arguments:
* vanesName => Name of the object containing the surface(s) representing the vane(s) 

in the study tree.
* wingName => Name of the surface representing the wing in the study tree.
* fileName => Name of the jBAY file with extension (default="Edge.avg").
* tolerance => Maximum distance below which two points are considered superposed.
* detail => True = The exported geometries (points and vectors) are added to the 

study tree under an object called 'jBAY_detail'.

Notes:
(1) The jBAY file should be written in the home folder.

"""

import salome
try:

import geompy
except AttributeError:

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
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return
import math

moduleName="Geometry"
commandName="jbay"

print "\n---[ Generation of a jBAY file from '%s' start! ]---    V.Z.L.U."%(vanesName)

# CHECK OF THE GEOMETRY
#----------------------

separator()
print "1) Check of the geometry:"

# Vane

# existence

try:
vanes=salome.myStudy.FindObject(vanesName).GetObject()

except AttributeError:
print " %s The object '%s' doesn't exist! => Please, choose an existing object for 

the vanes."%(false(),vanesName)
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The object '%s' exists."%(true(),vanesName)

# type

if "<GEOM._objref_GEOM_Object " not in str(vanes):
print " %s This object isn't a geometrical object! => Please, choose a geometrical 

object for the vane."%(false())
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s This object is a geometrical object."%(true())

# face/wires

facesInVanes=geompy.SubShapeAll(vanes,geompy.ShapeType["FACE"])
nbFacesInVanes=len(facesInVanes)
if nbFacesInVanes==0:

wiresInVanes=geompy.SubShapeAll(vanes,geompy.ShapeType["WIRE"])
nbWiresInVanes=len(wiresInVanes)
if nbWiresInVanes==0:

print " %s The object '%s' doesn't contain any face nor wire! => Please, 
choose an object containing face(s) or wire(s) for the vane(s)."%(false(),vanesName)

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s This object contains %i wire(s)."%(true(),nbWiresInVanes)
vanes=wiresInVanes

else:
print " %s This object contains %i face(s)."%(true(),nbFacesInVanes)
vanes=facesInVanes

nbVanes=len(vanes)

# Wing

# existence

try:
wing=salome.myStudy.FindObject(wingName).GetObject()

except AttributeError:
print " %s The object '%s' doesn't exist! => Please, choose an existing object for 

the vane."%(false(),wingName)
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The object '%s' exists."%(true(),wingName)

# type

if "<GEOM._objref_GEOM_Object " not in str(wing):
print " %s This object isn't a geometrical object! => Please, choose a geometrical 

object for the vane."%(false())
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s This object is a geometrical object."%(true())

# face

wingFaces=geompy.SubShapeAll(wing,geompy.ShapeType["FACE"])
if len(wingFaces)==0:

print " %s The object '%s' doesn't contain any face! => Please, choose an object 
containing a face for the wing."%(false(),wingName)

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

if len(wingFaces)>1:
print " %s The object '%s' contains more than one face! => Please, choose an object 

containing only one face for the wing."%(false(),wingName)
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s This object contains a face."%(true())

# GENERATION OF THE JBAY FILE
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#-----------------------------

separator()
print "2) Generation of the jBAY file:"

jbayFile=open(fileName,"w")

jbayFile.write("VGENDATA N 0 0 1\n")
jbayFile.write("      region N 0 0 1\n")
jbayFile.write("            VGENCONFIG N 0 0 %i\n"%(nbVanes))

nVane=0
for vane in vanes:

print " %s Writing of vane %i..."%(bullet(2),nVane)

jbayFile.write("                  VGEN N 0 0 4\n")

pointsInVane=geompy.SubShapeAll(vane,geompy.ShapeType["VERTEX"])
z=geompy.MakeVectorDXDYDZ(0,0,1)
O=geompy.MakeVertex(0,0,0)

# normal calculation

normals=[]
for point in pointsInVane:

normal=geompy.GetNormal(wing,point)
normalOrigin=geompy.SubShapeAll(normal,geompy.ShapeType["VERTEX"])[0]
rotationAxis=geompy.MakeTranslationTwoPoints(z,O,normalOrigin)
normal=geompy.MakeRotation(normal,rotationAxis,math.pi)
normals.append(normal)

# normal cleaning

nIgnoredNormals=[]
nNormal1=0
for normal1 in normals:

if nNormal1 not in nIgnoredNormals:
nNormal2=0
for normal2 in normals:

if nNormal2!=nNormal1:
minDistance=geompy.MinDistance(normal1,normal2)
if minDistance<tolerance:

nIgnoredNormals.append(nNormal2)
nNormal2+=1

nNormal1+=1
cleanedNormals=[]
for nNormal in range(len(normals)):

if nNormal not in nIgnoredNormals:
normal=normals[nNormal]
cleanedNormals.append(normal)

nbNormals=len(cleanedNormals)

#normal sorting

nSortedNormals=[]
while len(nSortedNormals)<nbNormals:

minX=1e9
nMinXPoint=0
nNormal=0
for normal in cleanedNormals:

normalOrigin=geompy.SubShapeAll(normal,geompy.ShapeType["VERTEX"])[0]
pointX=geompy.PointCoordinates(normalOrigin)[0]
if pointX<minX and nNormal not in nSortedNormals:

nMinXPoint=nNormal
minX=pointX

nNormal+=1
nSortedNormals.append(nMinXPoint)

sortedNormals=[]
for nNormal in nSortedNormals:

sortedNormals.append(cleanedNormals[nNormal])

if detail==True:
add(sortedNormals,"normal","jBAY_detail",True)

# writing point coordinates and calculation of heights

jbayFile.write("                        coord DI 3 %i 0\n"%(nbNormals))

pointXs=[]
pointYs=[]
pointZs=[]
pointHeights=[]
nNormal=0
for normal in sortedNormals:

# points touching normals

touchingPoints=[]
for point in pointsInVane:

minDistance=geompy.MinDistance(point,normal)
if minDistance<tolerance:

touchingPoints.append(point)
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if len(touchingPoints)==0:
print " (!) No point was found crossing the normal %i!"%

(nNormal)
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return 

# closest point coordinates

minDistanceToWing=1e9
nPoint=0
for point in touchingPoints:

distanceToWing=geompy.MinDistance(point,wing)
if distanceToWing<minDistanceToWing:

minDistanceToWing=distanceToWing
nClosestPoint=nPoint

nPoint+=1
closestPoint=touchingPoints[nClosestPoint]
pointX=geompy.PointCoordinates(closestPoint)[0]
pointY=geompy.PointCoordinates(closestPoint)[1]
pointZ=geompy.PointCoordinates(closestPoint)[2]
pointXs.append(pointX)
pointYs.append(pointY)
pointZs.append(pointZ)

if detail==True:
add(closestPoint,"basisPoint%i"%(nNormal),"jBAY_detail",True)

# farest point heights

maxDistanceToWing=-1e9
nPoint=0
for point in touchingPoints:

distanceToWing=geompy.MinDistance(point,wing)
if distanceToWing>maxDistanceToWing:

maxDistanceToWing=distanceToWing
nFarestPoint=nPoint

nPoint+=1
farestPoint=touchingPoints[nFarestPoint]
pointHeights.append(maxDistanceToWing)

if detail==True:
if farestPoint is not closestPoint:

line=geompy.MakeLineTwoPnt(closestPoint,farestPoint)
add(line,"height%i"%(nNormal),"jBAY_detail",True)

nNormal+=1
figures=pointXs+pointYs+pointZs
writeInColumns(jbayFile,figures,nbNormals,30)

# writing normal coordinates

jbayFile.write("                        norm DI 3 %i 0\n"%(nbNormals))

normalXs=[]
normalYs=[]
normalZs=[]
for normal in cleanedNormals:

[xMin,xMax,yMin,yMax,zMin,zMax]=geompy.BoundingBox(normal)
normalX=xMax-xMin
normalY=yMax-yMin
normalZ=zMax-zMin
normalXs.append(normalX)
normalYs.append(normalY)
normalZs.append(normalZ)

figures=normalXs+normalYs+normalZs
writeInColumns(jbayFile,figures,nbNormals,30)

# writing heights

jbayFile.write("                        height DI 1 %i 0\n"%(nbNormals))

figures=pointHeights
writeInColumns(jbayFile,figures,nbNormals,30)

# writing g_param

jbayFile.write("                        g_param DI 1 2 0\n")

figures=[0.5,0.5]
writeInColumns(jbayFile,figures,nbNormals,30)

nVane+=1

jbayFile.close()

print "\n===[ jBAY file generation end! ]===\n"
print "A file named 'Edge.avg' should be available in your home folder now."

def pow(vanesName="Translation_1",wingName="Extrusion_1"):
"""
Description:

Projects vane(s) on a wing surface following the y axis.
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Examples:
- pow() = Projects the vane(s) called 'Translation_1' on the wing surface called 

'Extrusion_1'.
- pow('vanes','wing') = Projects the vane(s) called 'vanes' on the wing surface 

called 'wing'.

Arguments:
* vanesName => Name of the object containing the surface(s) representing the vane(s) 

to be projected.
* wingName => Name of the surface representing the wing on which the vanes have to 

be projected.

Notes:
(1) The name of the function 'pow' means 'projection on wing'.

"""

moduleName="Geometry"
commandName="pow"

import salome
try:

import geompy
except AttributeError:

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

import math

print "\n---[ Projection of the vane(s) '%s' on the wing surface '%s' start! ]--- 
V.Z.L.U."%(vanesName,wingName)

# CHECK OF THE GEOMETRY
#----------------------

separator()
print "1) Check of the geometry:"

# Vane

# existence

try:
vanes=salome.myStudy.FindObject(vanesName).GetObject()

except AttributeError:
print " %s The object '%s' doesn't exist! => Please, choose an existing object for 

the vanes."%(false(),vanesName)
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The object '%s' exists."%(true(),vanesName)

# type

if "<GEOM._objref_GEOM_Object " not in str(vanes):
print " %s This object isn't a geometrical object! => Please, choose a geometrical 

object for the vane."%(false())
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s This object is a geometrical object."%(true())

# face/wires

facesInVanes=geompy.SubShapeAll(vanes,geompy.ShapeType["FACE"])
nbFacesInVanes=len(facesInVanes)
if nbFacesInVanes==0:

wiresInVanes=geompy.SubShapeAll(vanes,geompy.ShapeType["WIRE"])
nbWiresInVanes=len(wiresInVanes)
if nbWiresInVanes==0:

print " %s The object '%s' doesn't contain any face nor wire! => Please, 
choose an object containing face(s) or wire(s) for the vane(s)."%(false(),vanesName)

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s This object contains %i wire(s)."%(true(),nbWiresInVanes)
vanes=wiresInVanes

else:
print " %s This object contains %i face(s)."%(true(),nbFacesInVanes)
vanes=facesInVanes

nbVanes=len(vanes)

# Wing

# existence

try:
wing=salome.myStudy.FindObject(wingName).GetObject()

except AttributeError:
print " %s The object '%s' doesn't exist! => Please, choose an existing object for 

the vane."%(false(),wingName)
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The object '%s' exists."%(true(),wingName)

# type

if "<GEOM._objref_GEOM_Object " not in str(wing):
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print " %s This object isn't a geometrical object! => Please, choose a geometrical 
object for the vane."%(false())

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s This object is a geometrical object."%(true())

# face

wingFaces=geompy.SubShapeAll(wing,geompy.ShapeType["FACE"])
if len(wingFaces)==0:

print " %s The object '%s' doesn't contain any face! => Please, choose an object 
containing a face for the wing."%(false(),vanesName)

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

if len(wingFaces)>1:
print " %s The object '%s' contains more than one face! => Please, choose an object 

containing only one face for the wing."%(false(),vanesName)
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s This object contains a face."%(true())

# PROJECTION OF THE VANES
#------------------------

separator()
print "2) Projection of the vane(s):"

# Positionning vanes

positionnedVanes=[]
nVane=0
for vane in vanes:

print " %s Vane %i projection..."%(bullet(2),nVane)

# lower edge of vane

edgesInVane=geompy.SubShapeAll(vane,geompy.ShapeType["EDGE"])
minYPosition=1e9
nMinYPositionEdge=0
nEdge=0
for edge in edgesInVane:

pointsInEdge=geompy.SubShapeAll(edge,geompy.ShapeType["VERTEX"])
yPosition=0
for point in pointsInEdge:

yPosition+=geompy.PointCoordinates(point)[1]
if yPosition<minYPosition:

nMinYPositionEdge=nEdge
minYPosition=yPosition

nEdge+=1
minYPositionEdge=edgesInVane[nMinYPositionEdge]

# put this edge in the x direction

pointsInMinYPositionEdge=geompy.SubShapeAll(minYPositionEdge,geompy.ShapeType["VERTEX"])
minXCoordinate=1e9
nMinXCoordinatePoint=0
nPoint=0
for point in pointsInMinYPositionEdge:

xCoordinate=geompy.PointCoordinates(point)[0]
if xCoordinate<minXCoordinate:

nMinXCoordinatePoint=nPoint
minXCoordinate=xCoordinate

nPoint+=1
minYPositionEdgeFirstPoint=pointsInMinYPositionEdge[nMinXCoordinatePoint]
if nMinXCoordinatePoint==1:

nMaxXCoordinatePoint=0
else:

nMaxXCoordinatePoint=1
minYPositionEdgeLastPoint=pointsInMinYPositionEdge[nMaxXCoordinatePoint]

minYPositionEdge=geompy.MakeLineTwoPnt(minYPositionEdgeFirstPoint,minYPositionEdgeLastPoint)
extrudedEdge=geompy.MakePrismDXDYDZ2Ways(minYPositionEdge,0,1e9,0)
projectedEdges=geompy.MakeLineTwoFaces(extrudedEdge,wing)
projectedEdges=geompy.SubShapeAll(projectedEdges,geompy.ShapeType["EDGE"])

# projected edge selection

maxYPosition=-1e9
nMaxYPositionEdge=0
nEdge=0
for edge in projectedEdges:

pointsInEdge=geompy.SubShapeAll(edge,geompy.ShapeType["VERTEX"])
yPosition=0
for point in pointsInEdge:

yPosition+=geompy.PointCoordinates(point)[1]
if yPosition>maxYPosition:

nMaxYPositionEdge=nEdge
maxYPosition=yPosition

nEdge+=1
projectedEdge=projectedEdges[nMaxYPositionEdge]
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# straight projected edge on the wing

pointsInProjectedEdge=geompy.SubShapeAll(projectedEdge,geompy.ShapeType["VERTEX"])
minXCoordinate=1e9
nMinXCoordinatePoint=0
nPoint=0
for point in pointsInProjectedEdge:

xCoordinate=geompy.PointCoordinates(point)[0]
if xCoordinate<minXCoordinate:

nMinXCoordinatePoint=nPoint
minXCoordinate=xCoordinate

nPoint+=1
projectedStraightEdgeFirstPoint=pointsInProjectedEdge[nMinXCoordinatePoint]
if nMinXCoordinatePoint==1:

nMaxXCoordinatePoint=0
else:

nMaxXCoordinatePoint=1
projectedStraightEdgeLastPoint=pointsInProjectedEdge[nMaxXCoordinatePoint]

projectedStraightEdge=geompy.MakeLineTwoPnt(projectedStraightEdgeFirstPoint,projectedStraightEdgeLa
stPoint)

# vane translation

vane=geompy.MakeTranslationTwoPoints(vane,minYPositionEdgeLastPoint,projectedStraightEdgeLastPoint)

# angle calculation: lower edge projection

Oxy=geompy.MakeFaceHW(1e9,1e9,1)
extrudedEdge1=geompy.MakePrismDXDYDZ2Ways(minYPositionEdge,0,0,1e9)
projectedEdge1=geompy.MakeLineTwoFaces(extrudedEdge1,Oxy)

# angle calculation: put this edge in the x direction

pointsInProjectedEdge1=geompy.SubShapeAll(projectedEdge1,geompy.ShapeType["VERTEX"])
minXCoordinate=1e9
nMinXCoordinatePoint=0
nPoint=0
for point in pointsInProjectedEdge1:

xCoordinate=geompy.PointCoordinates(point)[0]
if xCoordinate<minXCoordinate:

nMinXCoordinatePoint=nPoint
minXCoordinate=xCoordinate

nPoint+=1
projectedEdge1FirstPoint=pointsInProjectedEdge1[nMinXCoordinatePoint]
if nMinXCoordinatePoint==1:

nMaxXCoordinatePoint=0
else:

nMaxXCoordinatePoint=1
projectedEdge1LastPoint=pointsInProjectedEdge1[nMaxXCoordinatePoint]

projectedEdge1=geompy.MakeLineTwoPnt(projectedEdge1FirstPoint,projectedEdge1LastPoint)

# angle calculation: straight projected edge projection

extrudedEdge2=geompy.MakePrismDXDYDZ2Ways(projectedStraightEdge,0,0,1e9)
projectedEdge2=geompy.MakeLineTwoFaces(extrudedEdge2,Oxy)

# angle calculation: put this edge in the x direction

pointsInProjectedEdge2=geompy.SubShapeAll(projectedEdge2,geompy.ShapeType["VERTEX"])
minXCoordinate=1e9
nMinXCoordinatePoint=0
nPoint=0
for point in pointsInProjectedEdge2:

xCoordinate=geompy.PointCoordinates(point)[0]
if xCoordinate<minXCoordinate:

nMinXCoordinatePoint=nPoint
minXCoordinate=xCoordinate

nPoint+=1
projectedEdge2FirstPoint=pointsInProjectedEdge2[nMinXCoordinatePoint]
if nMinXCoordinatePoint==1:

nMaxXCoordinatePoint=0
else:

nMaxXCoordinatePoint=1
projectedEdge2LastPoint=pointsInProjectedEdge2[nMaxXCoordinatePoint]

projectedEdge2=geompy.MakeLineTwoPnt(projectedEdge2FirstPoint,projectedEdge2LastPoint)

# angle calculation: angle calculation

angle=geompy.GetAngleRadians(projectedEdge1,projectedEdge2)

# vane rotation

z=geompy.MakeVectorDXDYDZ(0,0,1)
O=geompy.MakeVertex(0,0,0)
rotationVector=geompy.MakeTranslationTwoPoints(z,O,projectedStraightEdgeLastPoint)
vane=geompy.MakeRotation(vane,rotationVector,-angle)
positionnedVanes.append(vane)
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nVane+=1

add(positionnedVanes,"vane","projected vanes from %s"%(vanesName),True)

print "\n===[ Vane projection end! ]===\n"
print "New vane geometries should be available in the study tree under a new object called 

'projected vanes from %s'."%(vanesName)

def pov(distance=0.02,angle=16.7,vaneName="Face_1",corot=False):
"""
Description:

Transforms a single vortex generator's vane into a pair of vanes.

Examples:
- pov() = Transforms the vane called 'Face_1' into a counter-rotating pair of vanes 

having a distance of 0.02 meters and an angle of 16.7 degrees.
- pov(0.05,18,"vane1") = Transforms the vane called 'vane1' into a counter-rotating 

pair of vanes having a distance of 0.05 meters and an angle of 18 degrees.

Arguments:
* distance => Distance between the trailing edges of the vanes.
* angle => Angle of attack of the vanes.
* vaneName => Name of the surface representing the source vane.
* corot => True = The pair of vane is corotating (with parallel vanes).

Notes:
(1) The name of the function 'pov' means 'pair of vanes'.

"""

moduleName="Geometry"
commandName="pov"

import salome
try:

import geompy
except AttributeError:

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

import math

print "\n---[ Creation of a pair of vanes from '%s' start! ]---    V.Z.L.U."%(vaneName)

# CHECK OF THE VANE
#------------------

separator()
print "1) Check of the vane:"

# Vane

# existence

try:
vane=salome.myStudy.FindObject(vaneName).GetObject()

except AttributeError:
print " %s The object '%s' doesn't exist! => Please, choose an existing object for 

the vane."%(false(),vaneName)
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The object '%s' exists."%(true(),vaneName)

# type

if "<GEOM._objref_GEOM_Object " not in str(vane):
print " %s This object isn't a geometrical object! => Please, choose a geometrical 

object for the vane."%(false())
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s This object is a geometrical object."%(true())

# points

pointsInVane=geompy.SubShapeAll(vane,geompy.ShapeType["VERTEX"])
nbPointsInVane=len(pointsInVane)
if nbPointsInVane==0:

print " %s The object '%s' doesn't contain any point! => Please, choose an object 
containing points for the vane."%(false(),vaneName)

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s This object contains %i points."%(true(),nbPointsInVane)

# CONTRUCTION OF THE VANE PAIR
#-----------------------------

separator()
print "2) Construction of the vane pair:"

# Rotation vector

print " %s Rotation vector..."%(bullet(2))

# point
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maxXCoordinate=-1e9
nMaxXCoordinatePoint=0
nPoint=0
for point in pointsInVane:

xCoordinate=geompy.PointCoordinates(point)[0]
if xCoordinate>maxXCoordinate:

nMaxXCoordinatePoint=nPoint
maxXCoordinate=xCoordinate

nPoint+=1
maxXCoordinatePoint=pointsInVane[nMaxXCoordinatePoint]

# vector

y=geompy.MakeVectorDXDYDZ(0,1,0)
O=geompy.MakeVertex(0,0,0)
rotationVector=geompy.MakeTranslationTwoPoints(y,O,maxXCoordinatePoint)

# Left vane

print " %s Vanes..."%(bullet(2))

rightAngle=angle*math.pi/180
if corot==True:

leftAngle=rightAngle
else:

leftAngle=-rightAngle
leftVane=geompy.MakeRotation(vane,rotationVector,leftAngle)
rightVane=geompy.MakeRotation(vane,rotationVector,rightAngle)
leftVane=geompy.MakeTranslation(leftVane,0,0,-distance/2)
rightVane=geompy.MakeTranslation(rightVane,0,0,distance/2)
vanes=geompy.MakeCompound([leftVane,rightVane])

# Addition to study

gg=salome.ImportComponentGUI("GEOM")
id=geompy.addToStudy(vanes,"pair of vanes from %s (%fm %fdeg)"%(vaneName,distance,angle))
gg.createAndDisplayGO(id)

print "\n===[ Vane pair construction end! ]===\n"
print "An object called 'pair of vanes from %s (%fm %fdeg)' should be available in the study 

tree."%(vaneName,distance,angle)

def edge(wireName="Wire_1",nbVertexesPerMeter=200,close=False):
"""
Description:

Transforms a wire into a single edge.

Examples:
- edge() = Transforms a wire called 'Wire_1' into an edge.
- edge('Wire_10') = Transforms a wire called 'Wire_10' into an edge.

Arguments:
* wireName => Name of the wire in the study tree.
* nbVertexesPerMeter => Number of vertexes generated per meter of wire to make the 

edge.
* close => True = The edge is closed.

"""

moduleName="Geometry"
commandName="edge"

import salome
try:

import geompy
except AttributeError:

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print "\n---[ Edge creation on '%s' start! ]---    V.Z.L.U."%(wireName)

# CHECK OF THE WIRE
#------------------

separator()
print "1) Check of the wire:"

try:
wire=salome.myStudy.FindObject(wireName).GetObject()

except AttributeError:
print " %s The object '%s' doesn't exist! => Please, choose an existing object."%

(false(),wireName)
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The object '%s' exists."%(true(),wireName)

if "<GEOM._objref_GEOM_Object " not in str(wire):
print " %s This object isn't a geometrical object! => Please, choose a geometrical 

object."%(false())
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s This object is a geometrical object."%(true())

edges=geompy.SubShapeAll(wire,geompy.ShapeType["EDGE"])
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nbEdges=len(edges)
if nbEdges==0:

print " %s There are not edge in this object! => Please, choose an object with 
edges."%(false())

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s This object has %i edges."%(true(),nbEdges)

# CONTRUCTION OF THE EDGE
#------------------------

separator()
print "2) Construction of the edge:"

# Vertexes

print " %s Vertexes..."%(bullet(2))

vertexes=[]
firstEdge=1
for edge in edges:

edgeLength=geompy.BasicProperties(edge)[0]
nbVertexes=edgeLength*nbVertexesPerMeter
if nbVertexes<1:

nbVertexes=1
nbVertexes=float(int(nbVertexes))
for n in range(nbVertexes):

if firstEdge:
vertex=geompy.MakeVertexOnCurve(edge,0)
vertexes.append(vertex)
firstEdge=0

ratio=1.0/nbVertexes*(n+1)
vertex=geompy.MakeVertexOnCurve(edge,ratio)
vertexes.append(vertex)

print " %s Edge..."%(bullet(2))

# Edge

try:
if close==False:

edge=geompy.MakeInterpol(vertexes,False)
else:

edge=geompy.MakeInterpol(vertexes,True)
except RuntimeError:

print " (!) The generation of edge from vertexes failed!"
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

id=geompy.addToStudy(edge,wireName)
gg=salome.ImportComponentGUI("GEOM")
gg.createAndDisplayGO(id)

print "\n===[ Edge creation end! ]===\n"

def 
pl(thickness=0.02,airfoilName="Wire_1",startPoint=False,startPointName="Vertex_1",fuse=True,reverse
=False,tolerance=1e-4,maxAngle=50,nbPoints=200,dl=0.1,detail=False):

"""

Description:
Creates geometries to make easier the creation of prismatic layers around a 2D 

planar wire, especially wings airfoils imported from .igs files generated with javafoil.

Examples:
- pl(0.025) = Creates prismatic layer geometries around a wire called 'Wire_1' with 

a thickness of 0.025 meters.
- pl(0.03,'airfoil1') = Creates prismatic layer geometries around a wire called 

'airfoil1' with a thickness of 0.03 meters.

Arguments:
* thickness => Thickness of the prismatic layer.
* airfoilName => Name of the airfoil wire in the study tree.
* startPoint => True = The airfoil is cut at a point defined by the user.
* startPointName => Name of the start point.
* fuse => False = The step consisting in fusing the airfoil wire is ignored. This 

allows to execute this function on edges already fused.
* reverse => True = The direction of prismatic layer is reversed.
* tolerance => Maximum distance above which two points are considered separated.
* maxAngle => Maximum angle in degrees above which two airfoil edges are considered 

non tangential.
* nbPoints => Number of offset points created per airfoil meter.
* dl => Half-size of tangential vectors created to build offset points over the size 

of airfoil edges.
* detail => True = Geometrical object are created during the execution of the script 

are added to the study tree under an object called 'detail'.

Notes:
(1) It is better to execute this function on airfoils being into the Oxy plane.

"""

moduleName="Geometry"
commandName="pl"
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compoundName="%s %.4f PL geometries"%(airfoilName,thickness)

import salome
try:

import geompy
except AttributeError:

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

import math

print "\n---[ Prismatic layer geometry construction on '%s' start! ]---    V.Z.L.U."%
(airfoilName)

# CHECK OF THE AIRFOIL
#---------------------

separator()
print "1) Check of the airfoil:"

# Airfoil

# existence

try:
airfoil=salome.myStudy.FindObject(airfoilName).GetObject()

except AttributeError:
print " %s The object '%s' doesn't exist! => Please, choose an existing object for 

the airfoil."%(false(),airfoilName)
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The object '%s' exists."%(true(),airfoilName)

# type

if "<GEOM._objref_GEOM_Object " not in str(airfoil):
print " %s This object isn't a geometrical object! => Please, choose a geometrical 

object for the airfoil."%(false())
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s This object is a geometrical object."%(true())

pointsInAirfoil=geompy.SubShapeAll(airfoil,geompy.ShapeType["VERTEX"])
nbPointsInAirfoil=len(pointsInAirfoil)
if startPoint==True:

# Start point

# existence

try:
startPoint=salome.myStudy.FindObject(startPointName).GetObject()

except AttributeError:
print " %s The object '%s' doesn't exist! => Please, choose an existing 

object for start point."%(false(),startPointName)
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The object '%s' exists."%(true(),startPointName)

# type

if "Number of sub-shapes : \n VERTEX : 1\n EDGE : 0\n WIRE : 0\n FACE : 0\n SHELL : 
0\n SOLID : 0\n COMPSOLID : 0\n COMPOUND : 0\n SHAPE : 1" not in geompy.WhatIs(startPoint):

print " %s This object isn't point! => Please, choose a point for the start 
point."%(false())

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s This object is a point."%(true())

# position

pointsInAirfoil=geompy.SubShapeAll(airfoil,geompy.ShapeType["VERTEX"])
n=0
for point in pointsInAirfoil:

minDistance=geompy.MinDistance(point,startPoint)
if minDistance<tolerance:

startPointIndice=n
break

n+=1
try:

startPointIndice
except NameError:

print " %s The start point doesn't belong to the airfoil! => Please, choose a 
start point owning by the airfoil."%(false())

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The start point belong to the airfoil."%(true())

# Reorder points

print " %s Reorder points..."%(bullet(1))

reorderedPoints=[]
for n in range(nbPointsInAirfoil):
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l=n+startPointIndice
if l>=nbPointsInAirfoil:

l-=nbPointsInAirfoil
reorderedPoints.append(pointsInAirfoil[l])

pointsInAirfoil=reorderedPoints

# CONTRUCTION OF THE GEOMETRY
#----------------------------

separator()
print "2) Construction of the PL geometries:"

try:
compound=salome.myStudy.FindObject(compoundName).GetObject()

except AttributeError:
compound=geompy.MakeCompound(())
geompy.addToStudy(compound,compoundName)

if detail==True:
detailCompound=geompy.MakeCompound(())
geompy.addToStudyInFather(compound,detailCompound,"detail")

O=geompy.MakeVertex(0,0,0)

# Airfoil edges

startAirfoilPoints=[]
if fuse==True:

print " %s Airfoil egde(s)..."%(bullet(2))

nAirfoilEdge=0
pointsInAirfoil.append(pointsInAirfoil[0])
airfoilEdgesPoints=[[]]

# split points

if detail==True:
compound1=geompy.MakeCompound(())
geompy.addToStudyInFather(detailCompound,compound1,"airfoilEdgePoints")

for n in range(nbPointsInAirfoil):
try:

vector=geompy.MakeVector(pointsInAirfoil[n],pointsInAirfoil[n+1])
except RuntimeError:

print " (!) The creation of airfoil vectors failed!"
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

airfoilEdgesPoints[nAirfoilEdge].append(pointsInAirfoil[n])
if n>0:

angle=geompy.GetAngle(vector,previousVector)
if angle>maxAngle:

airfoilEdgesPoints.append([])
nAirfoilEdge+=1

previousVector=vector
if detail==True:

add(airfoilEdgesPoints[nAirfoilEdge],"airfoilEdgePoint","airfoilEdgePoints")

nbAirfoilEdges=len(airfoilEdgesPoints)
airfoilEdges=[]

# create airfoil edges

n=0
for airfoilEdgePoints in airfoilEdgesPoints:

nbPointsInEdge=len(airfoilEdgePoints)
if n>0: # if there is not the first airfoil edge

# add the last point of the previous edge

airfoilEdgePoints.append(0)
for l in range (nbPointsInEdge):

airfoilEdgePoints[nbPointsInEdge-
l]=airfoilEdgePoints[nbPointsInEdge-l-1]

airfoilEdgePoints[0]=airfoilEdgesPoints[n-1]
[nbPointsInPreviousAirfoilEdge-1]

if n==nbAirfoilEdges-1: # If there is the last airfoil edge

airfoilEdgePoints.append(pointsInAirfoil[0])
try:

airfoilEdge=geompy.MakeInterpol(airfoilEdgePoints,False)
except RuntimeError:

print " (!) The fuse of airfoil edges failed!"
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

airfoilEdges.append(airfoilEdge)
nbPointsInPreviousAirfoilEdge=len(airfoilEdgePoints)
startAirfoilPoints.append(airfoilEdgePoints[0])
n+=1

if nbAirfoilEdges==0:
add(airfoilEdges[0],"airfoil",compoundName,show=True)
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else:
add(airfoilEdges,"airfoil",compoundName,show=True)

else:
airfoilEdges=geompy.SubShapeAll(airfoil,geompy.ShapeType["EDGE"])
nbAirfoilEdges=len(airfoilEdges)
for airfoilEdge in airfoilEdges:

pointsInEdge=geompy.SubShapeAll(airfoilEdge,geompy.ShapeType["VERTEX"])
startAirfoilPoints.append(pointsInEdge[0])

# Airfoil face

print " %s Airfoil face..."%(bullet(2))

try:
airfoilFace=geompy.MakeFaceWires(airfoilEdges,True)

except RuntimeError:
print " (!) The creation of the airfoil face failed!"
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

add(airfoilFace,"airfoil",compoundName,show=True)

# Offset edges

print " %s Offset egde(s)..."%(bullet(2))

# face normal

airfoilFacePoints=geompy.SubShapeAll(airfoilFace,geompy.ShapeType["VERTEX"])
normalVector=geompy.GetNormal(airfoilFace,airfoilFacePoints[0])
[xMin,xMax,yMin,yMax,zMin,zMax]=geompy.BoundingBox(normalVector)
x=xMax-xMin
y=yMax-yMin
z=zMax-zMin
normalVectorOnOrigin=geompy.MakeVectorDXDYDZ(x,y,z)
if detail==True:

compound2=geompy.MakeCompound(())
geompy.addToStudyInFather(detailCompound,compound2,"miscellaneous")
add(normalVectorOnOrigin,"normalVectorOnOrigin","miscellaneous")

# offset points

if detail==True:
compound3=geompy.MakeCompound(())
geompy.addToStudyInFather(detailCompound,compound3,"startOffsetPoints")
compound4=geompy.MakeCompound(())
geompy.addToStudyInFather(detailCompound,compound4,"endOffsetPoints")
compound5=geompy.MakeCompound(())
geompy.addToStudyInFather(detailCompound,compound5,"offsetPoints")
compound6=geompy.MakeCompound(())
geompy.addToStudyInFather(detailCompound,compound6,"points")
compound7=geompy.MakeCompound(())
geompy.addToStudyInFather(detailCompound,compound7,"pointsInf")
compound8=geompy.MakeCompound(())
geompy.addToStudyInFather(detailCompound,compound8,"pointsSup")
compound9=geompy.MakeCompound(())
geompy.addToStudyInFather(detailCompound,compound9,"vectors")

startOffsetPoints=[]
endOffsetPoints=[]
offsetPoints=[]
for airfoilEdge in airfoilEdges:

# nbCuts calculation

edgeLenght=geompy.BasicProperties(airfoilEdge)[0]
nbCuts=edgeLenght*nbPoints
if nbCuts<1:

nbCuts=1
nbCuts=float(int(nbCuts))

# construct airfoil points

points=[]
pointsInf=[]
pointsSup=[]
for n in range(nbCuts+1):

fractionInf=n/nbCuts-dl/nbCuts
fraction=n/nbCuts
fractionSup=n/nbCuts+dl/nbCuts

# center point

point=geompy.MakeVertexOnCurve(airfoilEdge,fraction)
points.append(point)

# inferior point

pointInf=point
if n>0:# If there is not the first point

pointInf=geompy.MakeVertexOnCurve(airfoilEdge,fractionInf)
pointsInf.append(pointInf)
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# superior point

pointSup=point
if n<nbCuts:# If there is not the last point

pointSup=geompy.MakeVertexOnCurve(airfoilEdge,fractionSup)
pointsSup.append(pointSup)

if detail==True:
add(points,"point","points")
add(pointsInf,"pointInf","pointsInf")
add(pointsSup,"pointSup","pointsSup")

# construct offset points

vectors=[]
nbPoints=len(points)
for p in range(nbPoints):

pointInf=pointsInf[p]
point=points[p]
pointSup=pointsSup[p]

# vectors

try:
vector=geompy.MakeVector(pointInf,pointSup)

except RuntimeError:
print " (!) The creation of tangential vectors failed!"
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

vector=geompy.MakeTranslationTwoPoints(vector,pointInf,point)

# rotate vectors

axis=geompy.MakeTranslationTwoPoints(normalVectorOnOrigin,O,point)
angle=-math.pi/2
if reverse==True:

angle=-angle
vector=geompy.MakeRotation(vector,axis,angle)
vectors.append(vector)

# offset points

offsetPoint=geompy.MakeTranslationVectorDistance(point,vector,thickness)
offsetPoints.append(offsetPoint)

if p==0:
startOffsetPoints.append(offsetPoint)

elif p==nbPoints-1:
endOffsetPoints.append(offsetPoint)

if detail==True:
add(vectors,"vector","vectors")

try:
offsetEdge=geompy.MakeInterpol(offsetPoints,True)

except RuntimeError:
print " (!) The generation of offset edge(s) failed!."
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

if detail==True:
add(startOffsetPoints,"startOffsetPoint","startOffsetPoints")
add(endOffsetPoints,"endOffsetPoint","endOffsetPoints")
add(offsetPoints,"offsetPoint","offsetPoints")

# Intermediate edges

print " %s Intermediate edge(s)..."%(bullet(2))

# middle points

if detail==True:
compound10=geompy.MakeCompound(())
geompy.addToStudyInFather(detailCompound,compound10,"middlePoints")

middlePoints=[]
for n in range(nbAirfoilEdges):

point1Indice=n
if n==nbAirfoilEdges-1: # If there is the last airfoil edge

point2Incide=0
else:

point2Incide=n+1
point1=endOffsetPoints[point1Indice]
point2=startOffsetPoints[point2Incide]
try:

linkLine=geompy.MakeLineTwoPnt(point1,point2)
except RuntimeError:

print " (!) The creation of link edges failed!"
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

middlePoint=geompy.MakeVertexOnCurve(linkLine,0.5)
middlePoints.append(middlePoint)

if detail==True:
add(middlePoints,"middlePoint","middlePoints")
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# intermediate edges

if detail==True:
compound11=geompy.MakeCompound(())
geompy.addToStudyInFather(detailCompound,compound11,"offsetCutPoints")

offsetCutPoints=[]
intermediateEdges=[]
for n in range(nbAirfoilEdges):

point1Indice=n
if n==nbAirfoilEdges-1: # If there is the last airfoil edge

point2Incide=0
else:

point2Incide=n+1
point1=middlePoints[point1Indice]
point2=startAirfoilPoints[point2Incide]
try:

line1=geompy.MakeLineTwoPnt(point1,point2)
except RuntimeError:

print " (!) The creation of offset cut points failed during the 
creation of lines!"

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

line2=geompy.MakePrismVecH(point2,line1,-10*thickness)
try:

offsetCutPoint=geompy.MakeVertexOnLinesIntersection(line2,offsetEdge)
except RuntimeError:

print " (!) The creation of offset cut points failed during the 
intersection of lines!"

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

offsetCutPoints.append(offsetCutPoint)
try:

intermediateEdge=geompy.MakeLineTwoPnt(point2,offsetCutPoint)
except RuntimeError:

print " (!) The creation of intermediate edges failed!"
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

intermediateEdges.append(intermediateEdge)
#if nbAirfoilEdges<=1:

#add(intermediateEdges,"intermediateEdge",compoundName,show=True)
if detail==True:

add(offsetCutPoints,"offsetCutPoint","offsetCutPoints")

# offset cut

#if nbAirfoilEdges>1:

# add first cut point to offset edge

nbPointsInOffsetEdge=len(offsetPoints)
offsetPoints.append(0)
for n in range (nbPointsInOffsetEdge):

offsetPoints[nbPointsInOffsetEdge-n]=offsetPoints[nbPointsInOffsetEdge-n-1]
nbOffsetCutPoints=len(offsetCutPoints)
newOffsetPoint=offsetCutPoints[nbOffsetCutPoints-1]
offsetPoints[0]=newOffsetPoint
try:

newOffsetEdge=geompy.MakeInterpol(offsetPoints,True)
except RuntimeError:

print " (!) The creation of the new offset edges failed!"
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

# new intermediate edges

offsetCutPoints=[]
intermediateEdges=[]
for n in range(nbAirfoilEdges):

point1Indice=n
if n==nbAirfoilEdges-1: # If there is the last airfoil edge

point2Incide=0
else:

point2Incide=n+1
point1=middlePoints[point1Indice]
point2=startAirfoilPoints[point2Incide]
try:

line1=geompy.MakeLineTwoPnt(point1,point2)
except RuntimeError:

print " (!) The creation of offset cut points failed during the 
creation of lines!"

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

line2=geompy.MakePrismVecH(point2,line1,-10*thickness)
try:

offsetCutPoint=geompy.MakeVertexOnLinesIntersection(line2,newOffsetEdge)
except RuntimeError:

print " (!) The creation of offset cut points failed during the 
intersection of lines!"

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

offsetCutPoints.append(offsetCutPoint)
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try:
intermediateEdge=geompy.MakeLineTwoPnt(point2,offsetCutPoint)

except RuntimeError:
print " (!) The creation of intermediate edges failed!"
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

intermediateEdges.append(intermediateEdge)
add(intermediateEdges,"intermediateEdge",compoundName,show=True)

# new offset cut

cutOffset=geompy.MakePartition([newOffsetEdge],offsetCutPoints,Limit=geompy.ShapeType["EDGE"])
newOffsetEdges=geompy.SubShapeAll(cutOffset,geompy.ShapeType["EDGE"])
add(newOffsetEdges,"offset",compoundName,show=True)
#else:

#add(offsetEdge,"offset",compoundName,show=True)

if detail==True:
salome.sg.updateObjBrowser(1)

print "\n===[ Prismatic layer geometry construction end! ]===\n"
print "An object called '%s' should be present in the study tree now, containing useful 

geometries for 'prismatic layer' creation."%(compoundName)

def amsh(fileName=0,meshName="Mesh_1",helpFile=True,force2D=False,force3D=False):
"""
Description:

Exports a mesh in an ASCII FFA-format file (.amsh).

Examples:
- amsh() = Exports the mesh called 'Mesh_1' into a 'Mesh_1.amsh' file.
- amsh('nacaFineMesh') = Exports the mesh called 'Mesh_1' into a 'nacaFineMesh.amsh' 

file.
- amsh('nacaFineMesh','Mesh_10') = Exports the mesh called 'Mesh_10' into a 

'nacaFineMesh.amsh' file.

Arguments:
* fileName => Name of the .amsh file (without extension). If it equals 0, the file 

name is the same as the one of the mesh in Salome.
* meshName => Name of the mesh in the study tree.
* helpFile => True = A file called 'helpFile' is created, giving the human readable 

detail of the exported mesh.
* force2D => True = The mesh is considered to be in 2D even if the program finds 

vertexes out of the OXY plane.
* force3D => True = The mesh is considered to be in 3D even if the program finds all 

vertexes in the OXY plane.

Notes:
(1) The .amsh file should be written in the home folder.
(2) To convert the .amsh (ASCII) file into a .bmsh (binary) file, use the following 

command into a Linux console: ffaa2b <fileName>.amsh <fileName>.bmsh
"""

moduleName="Mesh"
commandName="amsh"

import salome
import time
try:

import smesh, SMESH
except AttributeError:

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print "\n---[ Export '%s' into ASCII FFA-format start! ]---    V.Z.L.U."%(meshName)

# CHECK OF THE MESH
#------------------

separator()
print "1) Check of the mesh:"

# Mesh

try:
mesh=salome.myStudy.FindObject(meshName).GetObject()

except AttributeError:
print " %s The object '%s' doesn't exist! => Please, choose an existing object."%

(false(),meshName)
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The object '%s' exists."%(true(),meshName)

if "<SMESH._objref_SMESH_Mesh " not in str(mesh):
print " %s The object '%s' isn't a mesh! => Please, choose a mesh."%

(false(),meshName)
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The object '%s' is a mesh."%(true(),meshName)
mesh=smesh.Mesh(mesh)
mesh.RenumberNodes()
mesh.RenumberElements()
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# Nodes

nbNodesInMesh=mesh.NbNodes()
if nbNodesInMesh==0:

print " %s The mesh hasn't any %s! => Please, generate the mesh."%(false(),"node")
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The mesh has %i %s."%(true(),nbNodesInMesh,"nodes")
nodeIDsInMesh=mesh.GetNodesId()

# 2D/3D

if force2D==False and force3D==False:
nodeIDsInMesh=mesh.GetNodesId()
nbDimensions=2
for nodeID in nodeIDsInMesh:

z=mesh.GetNodeXYZ(nodeID)[2]
if z>=1e-6:

nbDimensions=3
break

elif force2D==True and force3D==True:
print " (!) 'force2D' and 'force3D' equal True => Please, deactivate at least 

one of them."
elif force2D==True:

nbDimensions=2
elif force3D==True:

nbDimensions=3
print " %s The mesh is in %iD."%(bullet(1),nbDimensions) 

# Edges

nbEdgesInMesh=0
if nbDimensions==2:

nbEdgesInMesh=mesh.NbEdges()
if nbEdgesInMesh==0:

print " %s The mesh hasn't any %s! => Please, generate the mesh."%
(false(),"edge")

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The mesh has %i %s."%(true(),nbEdgesInMesh,"edges")
edgeIDsInMesh=mesh.GetElementsByType(SMESH.EDGE)

# Faces

nbTrianglesInMesh=0
nbQuadranglesInMesh=0
nbFacesInMesh=mesh.NbFaces()
if nbFacesInMesh==0:

print " %s The mesh hasn't any %s! => Please, generate the mesh."%(false(),"face")
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The mesh has %i %s."%(true(),nbFacesInMesh,"faces")
nbTrianglesInMesh=mesh.NbTriangles()
nbQuadranglesInMesh=mesh.NbQuadrangles()
if nbTrianglesInMesh>0:

print " %s %i triangles"%(bullet(1),nbTrianglesInMesh)
if nbQuadranglesInMesh>0:

print " %s %i quadrangles"%(bullet(1),nbQuadranglesInMesh)
faceIDsInMesh=mesh.GetElementsByType(SMESH.FACE)

# Volumes

nbTetrahedronsInMesh=0
nbPyramidsInMesh=0
nbPrismsInMesh=0
nbHexahedronsInMesh=0
if nbDimensions==3:

nbVolumesInMesh=mesh.NbVolumes()
if nbVolumesInMesh==0:

print " %s The mesh hasn't any %s! => Please, generate the mesh."%
(false(),"volume")

stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The mesh has %i %s."%(true(),nbVolumesInMesh,"volumes")
nbTetrahedronsInMesh=mesh.NbTetras()
nbPyramidsInMesh=mesh.NbPyramids()
nbPrismsInMesh=mesh.NbPrisms()
nbHexahedronsInMesh=mesh.NbHexas()
if nbTetrahedronsInMesh>0:

print " %s %i tetrahedrons"%(bullet(1),nbTetrahedronsInMesh)
if nbPyramidsInMesh>0:

print " %s %i pyramids"%(bullet(1),nbPyramidsInMesh)
if nbPrismsInMesh>0:

print " %s %i prisms"%(bullet(1),nbPrismsInMesh)
if nbHexahedronsInMesh>0:

print " %s %i hexahedrons"%(bullet(1),nbHexahedronsInMesh)
volumeIDsInMesh=mesh.GetElementsByType(SMESH.VOLUME)

# Groups

# existence
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nbGroups=mesh.NbGroups()
if nbGroups==0:

print " %s The mesh hasn't any %s! => Please, create them."%(false(),"group")
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

print " %s The mesh has %i %s."%(true(),nbGroups,"groups")
groupNames=mesh.GetGroupNames()
for groupName in groupNames:

print " %s '%s'"%(bullet(1),groupName)

# dimension

groups=mesh.GetGroups()
groupTypes=[]
for group in groups:

groupType=str(group.GetType())
groupTypes.append(groupType)

wrongGroups=[]
n=0
for groupType in groupTypes:

if nbDimensions==2 and groupType!="EDGE":
wrongGroups.append(n)

if nbDimensions==3 and groupType!="FACE":
wrongGroups.append(n)

n+=1
if len(wrongGroups)==0:

print " %s All the groups of the mesh are in %iD."%(true(),nbDimensions-1)
else:

print " %s Some groups of the mesh are not in %iD! => Please, fix it."%
(false(),nbDimensions-1)

for n in wrongGroups:
wrongGroup=groups[n]
wrongGroupName=groupNames[n]
wrongGroupType=str(wrongGroup.GetType())
if wrongGroupType=="NODE":

wrongGroupDimension=0
if wrongGroupType=="EDGE":

wrongGroupDimension=1
if wrongGroupType=="FACE":

wrongGroupDimension=2
if wrongGroupType=="VOLUME":

wrongGroupDimension=3
print " %s '%s' is in %iD."%

(bullet(1),wrongGroupName,wrongGroupDimension)
stopMessage(moduleName,commandName)
return

# GENERATION OF THE AMSH FILE
#-----------------------------

separator()
print "2) Generation of the .amsh file:"

if fileName==0:
fileName=meshName

amshFile=open("%s.amsh"%(fileName),"w")

date=time.asctime(time.localtime())

if helpFile==True:
meshFile=open("helpFile","w")
meshFile.write("%s\n"%(date))
meshFile.write("'%s' '%s'\n"%(meshName,fileName))
meshFile.write("NODES EDGES TRIA QUAD TETRA PYRA PRISM HEXA\n")
meshFile.write("%i %i %i %i %i %i %i %i\n"%

(nbNodesInMesh,nbEdgesInMesh,nbTrianglesInMesh,nbQuadranglesInMesh,nbTetrahedronsInMesh,nbPyramidsI
nMesh,nbPrismsInMesh,nbHexahedronsInMesh))

for n in range(nbGroups):
meshFile.write("'%s' "%(mesh.GetGroupNames()[n]))

meshFile.write("\n")

amshFile.write("unstr_grid_data N 0 0 2\n")
amshFile.write("      title L 1 1 0\n")
amshFile.write("            '%s exported from Salome on %s'\n"%(meshName,date))

# Region ffa dimension

regionFfaDimension=2+nbGroups
if nbDimensions==2:

if nbTrianglesInMesh>0:
regionFfaDimension+=1

if nbQuadranglesInMesh>0:
regionFfaDimension+=1

elif nbDimensions==3:
if nbTetrahedronsInMesh>0:

regionFfaDimension+=1
if nbPyramidsInMesh>0:

regionFfaDimension+=1
if nbPrismsInMesh>0:

regionFfaDimension+=1
if nbHexahedronsInMesh>0:

regionFfaDimension+=1
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amshFile.write("      region N 0 0 %i\n"%(regionFfaDimension))
amshFile.write("            region_name L 1 1 0\n")
amshFile.write("                  'volume_elements'\n")
amshFile.write("            coordinates DF %i %i 0\n"%(nbDimensions,nbNodesInMesh))

# Coordinates

print " %s Coordinates..."%(bullet(2))

if helpFile==True:
meshFile.write("NODES\nID X Y Z\n")

nodeCoordinates=[]
for n in range(nbDimensions):

nodeCoordinates.append([])
for nodeID in nodeIDsInMesh:

if helpFile==True:
meshFile.write("%i %f %f %f\n"%(nodeID,mesh.GetNodeXYZ(nodeID)

[0],mesh.GetNodeXYZ(nodeID)[1],mesh.GetNodeXYZ(nodeID)[2]))
for n in range(nbDimensions):

nodeCoordinate=mesh.GetNodeXYZ(nodeID)[n]
[nodeFloatCoordinate,nodeCoordinatePowerOfTen]=powerOfTen(nodeCoordinate)
nodeCoordinate="%.16fE%i"%(nodeFloatCoordinate,nodeCoordinatePowerOfTen)
nodeCoordinates[n].append(nodeCoordinate)

figures=[]
for n in range(nbDimensions):

figures+=nodeCoordinates[n]
writeInColumns(amshFile,figures,nbDimensions,18)

# Boundaries

print " %s Boundaries..."%(bullet(2))

if helpFile==True:
meshFile.write("GROUPS\n")

for group in groups:
groupName=group.GetName()
elementIDsInGroup=group.GetListOfID()
triangleIDsInGroup=[]
quadrangleIDsInGroup=[]
edgesIDsInGroup=[]
for elementIDInGroup in elementIDsInGroup:

nbNodesInElement=mesh.GetElemNbNodes(elementIDInGroup)
if nbDimensions==3:

if nbNodesInElement==3:
triangleIDsInGroup.append(elementIDInGroup)

if nbNodesInElement==4:
quadrangleIDsInGroup.append(elementIDInGroup)

elif nbDimensions==2:
edgesIDsInGroup.append(elementIDInGroup)

nbTypesInGroup=0
typesInGroups=0 # -1 = edges ; +1 = triangles ; +2 = quadrangles
nbTrianglesInGroup=len(triangleIDsInGroup)
nbQuadranglesInGroup=len(quadrangleIDsInGroup)
nbEdgesInGroup=len(edgesIDsInGroup)
if nbTrianglesInGroup>0:

typesInGroups+=1
nbTypesInGroup+=1

if nbQuadranglesInGroup>0:
typesInGroups+=2
nbTypesInGroup+=1

if nbEdgesInGroup>0:
typesInGroups-=1
nbTypesInGroup+=1

amshFile.write("            boundary N 0 0 %i\n"%(nbTypesInGroup+1))
amshFile.write("                  boundary_name L 1 1 0\n")
amshFile.write("                        '%s'\n"%(groupName))

if helpFile==True:
meshFile.write("'%s'\n"%(groupName))

for n in range(nbTypesInGroup):

amshFile.write("                  belem_group N 0 0 2\n")
amshFile.write("                        bound_elem_type L 1 1 0\n")

if typesInGroups==-1: # edges
if helpFile==True:

meshFile.write("EDGES\n")
elementIDsInGroup=edgesIDsInGroup
nbElementsInGroup=nbEdgesInGroup
nbNodesInElements=2
elementsType='bar2'

elif typesInGroups==2: # quadrangles
if helpFile==True:

meshFile.write("QUAD\n")
elementIDsInGroup=quadrangleIDsInGroup
nbElementsInGroup=nbQuadranglesInGroup
nbNodesInElements=4
elementsType='quad4'

elif typesInGroups==1 or typesInGroups==3: # triangles
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if helpFile==True:
meshFile.write("TRIA\n")

elementIDsInGroup=triangleIDsInGroup
nbElementsInGroup=nbTrianglesInGroup
nbNodesInElements=3
typesInGroups-=1
elementsType='tria3'

if helpFile==True:
meshFile.write("N ID NODE1 NODE2 ...\n")
N=1

amshFile.write("                              '%s'\n"%(elementsType))

amshFile.write("                        bound_elem_nodes IF %i %i 0\n"%
(nbNodesInElements,nbElementsInGroup))

nodeIDs=[]
for n in range(nbNodesInElements):

nodeIDs.append([])
for elementID in elementIDsInGroup:

if helpFile==True:
meshFile.write("%i %i "%(N,elementID))
N+=1

for n in range(nbNodesInElements):
if helpFile==True:

meshFile.write("%i "%(mesh.GetElemNodes(elementID)
[n]))

nodeIDs[n].append(mesh.GetElemNodes(elementID)[n])
if helpFile==True:

meshFile.write("\n")
figures=[]
for n in range(nbNodesInElements):

figures+=nodeIDs[n]
writeInColumns(amshFile,figures,nbNodesInElements,30)

# Domain cells

print " %s Domain cells..."%(bullet(2))

if helpFile==True:
meshFile.write("DOMAIN CELLS\n")

triangleIDsInDomain=[]
quadrangleIDsInDomain=[]
tetrahedronIDsInDomain=[]
pyramidIDsInDomain=[]
prismIDsInDomain=[]
hexahedronIDsInDomain=[]
if nbDimensions==2:

elementIDsInDomain=faceIDsInMesh
elif nbDimensions==3:

elementIDsInDomain=volumeIDsInMesh
for elementIDInDomain in elementIDsInDomain:

nbNodesInElement=mesh.GetElemNbNodes(elementIDInDomain)
if nbDimensions==2:

if nbNodesInElement==3:
triangleIDsInDomain.append(elementIDInDomain)

if nbNodesInElement==4:
quadrangleIDsInDomain.append(elementIDInDomain)

elif nbDimensions==3:
if nbNodesInElement==4:

tetrahedronIDsInDomain.append(elementIDInDomain)
if nbNodesInElement==5:

pyramidIDsInDomain.append(elementIDInDomain)
if nbNodesInElement==6:

prismIDsInDomain.append(elementIDInDomain)
if nbNodesInElement==8:

hexahedronIDsInDomain.append(elementIDInDomain)
nbTypesInDomain=0
typesInDomain=0 # -2 = quadrangles ; -1 = triangles ; +1 = tetrahedrons ; +2 = pyramids ; +4 

= prisms ; +8 = hexahedrons
nbTrianglesInDomain=len(triangleIDsInDomain)
nbQuandranglesInDomain=len(quadrangleIDsInDomain)
nbTetrahedronsInDomain=len(tetrahedronIDsInDomain)
nbPyramidsInDomain=len(pyramidIDsInDomain)
nbPrismsInDomain=len(prismIDsInDomain)
nbHexahedronsInDomain=len(hexahedronIDsInDomain)
if nbTrianglesInDomain>0:

typesInDomain-=1
nbTypesInDomain+=1

if nbQuandranglesInDomain>0:
typesInDomain-=2
nbTypesInDomain+=1

if nbTetrahedronsInDomain>0:
typesInDomain+=1
nbTypesInDomain+=1

if nbPyramidsInDomain>0:
typesInDomain+=2
nbTypesInDomain+=1

if nbPrismsInDomain>0:
typesInDomain+=4
nbTypesInDomain+=1
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if nbHexahedronsInDomain>0:
typesInDomain+=8
nbTypesInDomain+=1

typesForQuadrangles=[-3,-2]
typesForTriangles=[-3,-1]
typesForTetrahedrons=[1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15]
typesForPyramids=[2,3,6,7,10,11,14,15]
typesForPrisms=[4,5,6,7,12,13,14,15]
typesForHexahedrons=[8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15]
for n in range(nbTypesInDomain):

amshFile.write("            element_group N 0 0 2\n")
amshFile.write("                  element_type L 1 1 0\n")

if typesInDomain in typesForQuadrangles:
if helpFile==True:

meshFile.write("QUAD\n")
elementIDsInDomain=quadrangleIDsInDomain
nbElementsInDomain=nbQuandranglesInDomain
nbNodesInElements=4
typesInDomain+=2
elementsType='quad4'

elif typesInDomain in typesForTriangles:
if helpFile==True:

meshFile.write("TRIA\n")
elementIDsInDomain=triangleIDsInDomain
nbElementsInDomain=nbTrianglesInDomain
nbNodesInElements=3
typesInDomain+=1
elementsType='tria3'

elif typesInDomain in typesForHexahedrons:
if helpFile==True:

meshFile.write("HEXA\n")
elementIDsInDomain=hexahedronIDsInDomain
nbElementsInDomain=nbHexahedronsInDomain
nbNodesInElements=8
typesInDomain-=8
elementsType='hexa8'

elif typesInDomain in typesForPrisms:
if helpFile==True:

meshFile.write("PRISM\n")
elementIDsInDomain=prismIDsInDomain
nbElementsInDomain=nbPrismsInDomain
nbNodesInElements=6
typesInDomain-=4
elementsType='penta6'

elif typesInDomain in typesForPyramids:
if helpFile==True:

meshFile.write("PENTA\n")
elementIDsInDomain=pyramidIDsInDomain
nbElementsInDomain=nbPyramidsInDomain
nbNodesInElements=5
typesInDomain-=2
elementsType='penta5'

elif typesInDomain in typesForTetrahedrons:
if helpFile==True:

meshFile.write("TETRA\n")
elementIDsInDomain=tetrahedronIDsInDomain
nbElementsInDomain=nbTetrahedronsInDomain
nbNodesInElements=4
typesInDomain-=1
elementsType='tetra4'

if helpFile==True:
meshFile.write("N ID NODE1 NODE2 ...\n")
N=1

amshFile.write("                        '%s'\n"%(elementsType))

amshFile.write("                  element_nodes IF %i %i 0\n"%
(nbNodesInElements,nbElementsInDomain))

nodeIDs=[]
for n in range(nbNodesInElements):

nodeIDs.append([])
for elementID in elementIDsInDomain:

if helpFile==True:
meshFile.write("%i %i "%(N,elementID))
N+=1

for n in range(nbNodesInElements):
if helpFile==True:

meshFile.write("%i "%(mesh.GetElemNodes(elementID)[n]))
nodeIDs[n].append(mesh.GetElemNodes(elementID)[n])

if helpFile==True:
meshFile.write("\n")

figures=[]
for n in range(nbNodesInElements):

figures+=nodeIDs[n]
if nbDimensions==3:

# reorder node IDs

reorderedFigures=[]
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splittedFigures=[]
reorderedSplittedFigures=[]
for n in range(nbNodesInElements):

splittedFigures.append([])
reorderedSplittedFigures.append([])

f=0
n=0
for figure in figures:

splittedFigures[n].append(figure)
f+=1
if f==nbElementsInDomain:

n+=1
f=0

if elementsType=='hexa8' or elementsType=='penta6':
for n in range(nbNodesInElements/2):

reorderedSplittedFigures[n]=splittedFigures[nbNodesInElements/2+n]

reorderedSplittedFigures[nbNodesInElements/2+n]=splittedFigures[n]
for n in range(nbNodesInElements):

reorderedFigures+=reorderedSplittedFigures[n]
figures=reorderedFigures

elif elementsType=='tetra4' or elementsType=='penta5':
for n in range(nbNodesInElements-1):

reorderedFigures+=splittedFigures[nbNodesInElements-2-n]
figures=reorderedFigures+splittedFigures[nbNodesInElements-1]

writeInColumns(amshFile,figures,nbNodesInElements,24)

if helpFile==True:
meshFile.close()

amshFile.close()

print "\n===[ Export end! ]===\n"
if helpFile==True:

print "The file '%s.amsh' and its 'helpFile' should be available in your home folder 
now."%(fileName)

else:
print "The file '%s.amsh' should be available in your home folder now."%(fileName)

if __name__=="__main__":
print " "
print "New commands loaded:"
print "     * PL generation:"
print "          - edge()"
print "          - pl()"
print "     * jBAY file generation :"
print "          - pov()"
print "          - pow()"
print "          - jbay()"
print "     * Edge mesh export:"
print "          - amsh()"
print " "
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Abstract

Vortex generators are not new in the world of aeronautics. Their ability to delay flow separation 
has been proved, beyond other advantages. However, there are not yet widely used. Indeed, their  
study demands a lot of tests in wind tunnels or numerous meshes in the case of CFD studies, which  
contain  a  very  high  number  of  cells.  So,  the  optimization  of  these  devices  is  very  long  and  
expensive, even if they are of great simplicity. In this context, scientists succeeded in designing a  
model allowing to radically accelerate CFD studies involving vortex generators, and called the  
jBAY model.  This  model,  implemented  in  a  CFD solver  developed by the Swedish Research 
Defense Agency (FOI) and called Edge, was validated within the Czech Aeronautical Research and 
Test Institute of Prague (VZLÚ), one of its partners, during my final internship as a student in the 
Institut Polytechnique des Sciences Avancées of Ivry-sur-Seine in France, and which  took place 
during the summer 2011. During this study, another model called the RANS model was also tested, 
because  it  presents  some  advantages  compared  with  the  jBAY model,  even  though  it  is  less  
accurate. This document shows a sum up of my analysis and my work, following a brief intro-
duction of the Czech Institute and its Aerodynamic Department. 

Keywords: CFD, Edge, FOI, Icem CFD , jBAY, Paraview, RANS, Salome, vortex  
generators, VZLU.

Résumé

Les générateurs de tourbillons ne sont pas une nouveauté dans le monde de l'aéronautique. Leur  
efficacité  à  retarder  les  décollements  de  couche  limite  a  été  prouvée,  entre  autres  avantages. 
Pourtant, ils ne sont toujours pas largement utilisés. En effet, leur étude demande de nombreux 
essais en soufflerie ou de nombreux maillages dans le cadre d'une étude CFD, ceux-ci comportant  
un nombre très élevé de mailles, ce qui rend l'optimisation de ces dispositifs pourtant d'une grande  
simplicité  longue  et  coûteuse.  Dans  ce  contexte,  des  scientifiques  ont  réussi  à  développer  un 
modèle permettant d'accélérer de façon radicale les études CFD impliquant des générateurs de 
tourbillons  :  le  modèle  jBAY.  Ce  modèle,  implémenté  dans  un  solveur  CFD  développé  par 
l'Agence suédoise de Recherche pour la Défense (FOI) nommé Edge,  a été  validé au sein de  
l'Institut tchèque de Recherche et d'Essais Aéronautiques (VZLÙ), un de ses partenaires, durant  
mon stage de fin d'études à l'Institut  Polytechnique des Sciences Avancées d'Ivry-sur-Seine en 
France qui s'est tenu pendant l'été 2011. Au cours de cette étude, un second modèle, le modèle 
RANS, à également été testé car bénéficiant de certains avantages par rapport au modèle jBAY, 
bien qu'il soit moins précis. Ce document donne un compte-rendu de mes analyses et travaux, à la  
suite d'une brève présentation de l'Institut tchèque et de son Département Aérodynamique.

Mots clefs : CFD, Edge, FOI, générateurs de tourbillons, Icem CFD , jBAY, Paraview,  
RANS, Salome, VZLU.
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